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THE OBJECTIVE-ASSIGNMENT VERSUS THE RECITATION TECHNIC UK
OF INSTRUCTION
This thesis arises out of the interest of the writer over a period
of twelve years in various techniques of individual instruction. Both as
a classroom teacher and school administrator, he has closely followed the
experiments that have been made in various schools in the application of
types of organization for individual instruction. He has experimented
himself in his classes and schools with most of these types, and developed
a technique as a result of this s-tudy and these experiments that he hopes
is particularly well-suited for application under the practical situations
to be met in most public schools.
The thesis naturally divides itself into several parts (1) a survey
of the development of individual instruction from a functional point of
view,
(2) a detailed study of some of the most successful techniques of
individual instruction at present in use,
(3) an explanation of the Objective-Assignment technique which the
author has devised as a practical plan for insuring the advantages of
individual instruction in an average public school,
(4) a report of a controlled experiment comparing the results achieved
in the application of this technique with those obtained by the tradi-
tional recitation technique.
The writer hopes to show:
(a) by tracing the development of individual instruction
(b) the logic of his reasoning

(c) the results of controlled experiments,
that this technique of instruction offers opportunities and incentives
tha 4 rerult in a higher decree of pupil achievement of the aims of
education than i? pos?ible under the traditional recitation technique.
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PART ONE
A SURVEY OF THE DSVSLOPHEFT OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
A) ABILITY GROUPING
Ability grouping has been used in many schools to provide for in-
dividual difference? of pupils in their academic subjects."'- Such
sectioning, however, even including the accompanying adjustment of the
course of study to the level of the section, is only a partial solution to
the problem of individual differences among pupils. Even Then homo-
geneous groups are created, we must admit that this is simply a relative
term. The group may be more homogeneous than if it were picked at random,
but as long as there are two pupils in the class, there must be a
variation in ability; in the average class of twenty-five pupils the range
of this variation is considerable. This thesis is not concerned with
proving the existence of individual differences, nor the desirability of
adapting instruction to them. There is no argument among progressive
educa-tors that pupils differ greatly in ability to do school tasks. L'ost
educators regard ability grouping as only the first step in the movement
toward the adequate recognition of the individual. The problem that
confronts the public school teachers is the development of techniques for
extending iha benefits of individual instruction beyond this point.
Techniques which are possible of application under the conditions of
teaching-load and heavy schedule assignments of the average public school
must be developed. Progress in the development of such techniques from a
functional point of view may be traced through the procedures now to be
considered.
1 Office of Education—Bulletin 1932, No. 17. Provisions for Individual
Differences, Marking, and Promotion— Pg. 126.
c•
B) THE BSGlHNlBO OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
Individualized instruction as a means of breaking the lock-step
system of education and thereby helpinp to solve the problem of individual
differences received its first impetus in 1888 from the work of
Preston Search, then Superintendent of Schools in Pueblo, Colorado.
The recitation system vas abolished and pupils were permitted to
progress at their own rates of speed. The major efforts of the teachers
were directed toward the advancement of the sloxer pupils.''"
The plan seems to have gained little headway; much interest was
shown, but teachers continued in their old ways.
1 Search, P. 77. , An Ideal School.
"Individual Teaching: The Pueblo Plan," Educational Review,
VII (Feb. 1894) pp 154-170.
"The Pueblo Plan of Individual Teaching," Educational Review,
VIII (June 1894), pp 84-85.
"Individualism in Mass Education," National Education
Association, Addresses and Procedings, 1895, pp 398-411.
•r
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C) INDIVIDUAL RAT$S OF PROGRESS
Frederic Burk appears to have been the first to devise a definite
technique for individualized instruction and promotion.
His plan was carried out in the elementary training school of the
San Francisco State Teachers' College in 1913. It provided for the
complete abolition of class assignments and recitations. Self-instruction-
al materials in the fundamental subjects were devised by the faculty and
placed in the hands of the children. This made possible the keeping of
accurate progress records and afforded a basis for remedial instruction,
and for promotion. Each pupil mastered the work as he advanced. This
mastery concept is today an important phase of most plans for individual-
izing instruction. Since each pupil mastered his work as he advanced,
there were no failures. Since there were no failures, no pupil ever
repeated a grade. Sach pupil was promoted whenever he had mastered the
materials for a given grade and subject. The method required each pupil to
master all of the assigned work instead of only a part of it as so
frequently happens under the traditional recitation.
Burk* s attitude toward this movement is shown in his own words:
"We would present what we have done as a suggestion, la do not
in any sense present these outlines as finished. 77 e do not believe that
the method is the only solution or remedy for the evils of the lock-step.
Nor is it our concern to establish the particular form of substitute our
experience has built up. But we are concerned that some efficient system
should replace the existing inefficient system, be it ours or any other
that may be devised."^
1 Burk, Frederic L. Lock-step Schooling and a Remedy, I'onofrraph Series A,
State Normal School, San Francisco, Supt. of State Printing,
Sacramento, Calif., 1^13.
r
D) OBJECTIVE TESTING AND DRILL 8H8SPS.
Among the techniques that embody refinements of Burk's ideas are
those developed by two of his former r.s?ociates, Carleton TJashburne, of
7/innetka, Illinois, and Helen Parkhurst, Director of the Children'
s
University School of New York. These two plans, together with 4 hat worked
out by Henry C. t'orrison, in the University of Chicago Laboratory School,
and that of H« L, Miller at the University of Wisconsin High School, are
representative of the many present-day attempts to adapt previous
instructional techniques to the public school situation. I shall attempt
to present a brief analysis and evaluation of each of them.
At "Jinnetka, 7/ashburne made the first definite attempt to apply Burk'
individual technique to a city school system. Lectures and recitations
have been entirely abandoned in favor of self -instructive practice
exercises which enable the pupil to attain a definite goal. If the pupil
passes the first practice test, he proceeds to the next unit. If he fails
the scoring of the test automatically indicates the additional practice
which is needed. After a second period of practice the pupil takes a
second test on the unit, and so on until the unit is mastered. Sach pupil
moves forward through the curriculum, checking his advancement in this
manner."'"
The essential features of the technique in Finnetka are these:
(1) The curriculum is reorganized into (a) knowledges and skills
subjects and (b) group, socialized, self -expre ssi ve , or creative
activities.
(2) The work in the knowledges and skills subjects is completely
individuali zed.
1 Alberty and Thayer--"Supervi si on in the Secondary School "--Heath
Pg. 296.
€ I
i
. :
(3) The group, socialized, self -expressive subjects center around
social science and literature; no academic standards have been established
for them.
(4) Self-reliant pupils are allowed to budget their own time.
The TJinnetka Plan has stimulated experimentation with the result that
many other schools have modified their techniques in such a way as to
give more recognition to the individual.
Some critics believe that the plan places undue emphasis upon what are
termed the "essentials.
"
"It is assumed, for example, that it is more essential for every
child to know the number combinations than to possess the right attitude
toward conduct, that certain historical facts are more necessary to the
child than the development of the disposition to solve social problems
reflectively.
"
As a matter of fact, a strong case might bj made for regarding
knowledge and skills as secondary in importance to the acquisition of
ideals, attitudes, and appreciations, when one considers the adjustments
demanded in a complex social environment.
1 Ryan, H. H. and Crecelius P., Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, National Society
for the Study of Education, Part 11, pg. 79.

I) BUDGETING OF TlMI AND THS CONTRACT
The Dalton Plan, probably the most widely known of all techniques for
meeting individual differences among pupils, differs from the Hinnetka
Plan in many particulars. iFhile the child progresses at his own rate, he
is required to budget his time in order to provide for the finishing of the
jobs required each month in all of his subjects. This is the outstanding
characteristic of the plan:
"Every school has a stated amount of time in which to do a given
amount of work and so, in accordance with the third principle (proportion
of effort to attainment, or budgeting of time) we map out the work for
each class in the form of a job and permit individual pupils to budget the
time allotted for a month (laboratory time) according to the demands of
their individual needs and dif f iculties. "1
The assignments in each subject cover a period of twenty days, the
work being divided into twenty units. Thus, for a pupil carrying five
subjects, 100 units constitute the "job" for the month. These assignments
are drawn up in very definite form on sheets which are provided for all
pupils. 77ith the exception of possibly one scheduled conference meeting
per week in each subject, the pupil makes his own time schedule and works
upon his assigned unit in the laboratory of his choice.
The Dalton Plan must be credited with many contributions to education-
al practices. Its three most striking advantages are as follows:
(1) It encourages departures from traditional procedures because
it is easily adapted to the traditional curriculum,
(2) The pupils show an increased interest in their tasks freed from
the restraints of the recitation system,
(3) It makes possible provision for differences in rates of learning.
1 Twenty-fourth Yearbook, Part 11, Pg. 65.
••
The difficulties which have bean pointed out are:
(1) The necessity for preparing assignments far in advance tends to make a
fixed and inflexible curriculum.
(2) It makes little provision for individual differences in interests; in
general pupils pursue exactly the same curriculum.
(3) The unit is a "time-unit" rather than a comprehensive "learning-unit"
such as is provided for in the Morrison Plan.
There is little opportunity for discussion between the teacher and the
class concerning a given problem; the result bjing that pupils frequently
approach the "problems" and carry them out as assigned tasks without really
seeing their significance.
(4) Difficulties in directing study are bound to arise.
(5) The assignments are likely to be inadequately motivated.
(6^ The lack of opportunity for close supervision of study habits may
result in careless and slipshod work.
The essential features of the plan may be summarized as follows:
(1) Classrooms have been transformed into subject-matter laboratories.
(2) The bulletin board is the chief medium of announcements affecting the
pupil's plans for the day.
(3) The pupil freely follows his own time plan during most of the morning
session. An "organization time" and a "conference time" are scheduled
daily. The afternoon session is given over to scheduled periods in music,
art, physical education, etc.
(4) The contract is twenty units or a month's work in a subject. It is
presented to the pupil in the form of a mimeographed assignment.
V
(5) Pupil progress is recorded by means of laboratory graphs, and pupil's
contract graphs.
That the plan has possibilities has been proven many times since its
original application at Dalton, L'ass. It has spread extensively in private
schools, especially in Inland. It has been applied with modifications to
many secondary schools, most notably to the large So. Philadelphia High
School for Trirls -through the educational leadership of Dr. Lucy Wilson,
whose procedure is set forth in her book "Educating for Responsibility. n ^
The job sheet or "contract" has shown itself to be a very useful
instrument, and has been incorporated in countless types of "contract
systems" used by teachers in all parts of the country.
1 Wilson, Lucy— "Educating for Responsibility,'* L!acL*illan, 192?.
it
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F) OROUP .AND INDIVIDUAL TORK COMBINED
The Morrison Plan as developed at the University of Chicago High
School by Dr. Henry C. Morrison and his staff, is based upon an entirely
different conception from the plans discussed above. As distinguished
from the Winnetka and Dalton Plans, this plan was developed with special
reference to the needs of the secondary school.
True learning is regprded "not as ground to be covered"^- or knowledge
gained, but as adaptations "which take effect in the behavior of +.he punil,
such as a change in attitude, or the acquisition of a special ability.
This conception is responsible for the much repeated insistence upon
mnstery instead of mere lesson-performance. Subject matter is mere
assimilative material which is used a? a means for securing adaptation; it
is never an end in itself. The learninp unit is a principle, art, or
value, which may be identified as a "significant aspect of the environment,
or of an organized science, capable of being understood rather than capable
of being merely remembered," 3 and secondly it implies "a transformation of
the learner which expresses itself in the attainment of a new virtue,
attitude, special ability, or skill." In this plan the emphasis is
essentially different that which the others place on "ground-to-be-
covered. "
The most important contribution of this plan however, from the point
of view of this study, is the combination of group and individual work
provided for by the teaching procedure. In the Science type, a
modification of the Herbartian method employing five strpes comprises the
"teaching cycle.
"
1 Morrison, H,C, The Practice of Teaching in the Secondary School,
University of Chicago Press, Pg. 17S. July. 1?30.
2 Ibid Pg. 22
3 rbid Pg. 182
4 Ibid Pg. 22

During the first two stages, Exploration and Presentation, the class meets
and functions as a unit. In the Assimilation period, however, provision
is made for individual difference, not only in rates of learning, but also
in interests, aptitudes, ana needs. The period closes when the adaptation
has been made by the pupils, a? determined by appropriate tests. In the
fourth and fifth steps. Organization and Recitation, the class is brought
together again as a social group. A summary of the advantages of the plan
is quoted:
"The unique combination of group and individual instruction suggests
the answer to the problems of excessive individualization on the one hand
or complete mass instruction on the other. It also enables the teacher to
guide effectively and to stimulate the learning process during the initial
stages, and thus to short-circuit much aimless, and sometimes blind,
wandering which is so evident in many of the more individualized plans of
instruction. In this technique, the differences in ability of the pupils
become something of an asset to the class instead of a liability, for
within the unit are the possibilities for utilizing the unique con-
tributions of all. The flexibility in time as well a? the amount and kind
of 'assimilative material, 1 provides for all degrees of speed— esr.cially
when accompanied by an adequate program for dealing with problem cases.
Differences in needs and interests are likewise provided for adequately by
means of differentiated assignments."^
The essential features of this plan nay be summarized as follows:
(1) The classification of school subjects into types.
(a) The Science Type
(b) The appreciation type
(c) The practical-arts type
(d) The language-arts type
(e) The pure-practice type
1 Alberty &• Thayer, Super ision in the Secondary School, D.C. Heath ft Co.
Pg. 312
r
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(2) A five-step teaching procedure.
(a) The exploratory period
(b) The presentation period
(c) The assimilation period
( d) The organization period
(e) The recitation period
(3) The new concept of a "unit."
(4) The guide sheet.
(5) Transforming the classroom into a laboratory.
(6) Differentiated assignments.
(7) The emphasis on "mastery."
There is no doubt but that with modifications and refinements the
plan has within it the promise of great improvement in procedure, ar well
as in the organization of the curriculum of the secondary school, provided
due allowance be given to the following controversial points inherent in
the plan:
(1) Mastery is more of an ideal than a possibility of uniform attainment
for all pupils. Degrees of mastery are evident, and the subjectivity
necessitated in the measurement of the corresponding adaptations precludes
the establishment of any arbitrary standards.
(2) Formalism is very likely to result when the prescribed teaching steps
are followed strictly as provided for in the Science Type, especially in
the hands of the less skillful teacher. Method must be subordinated to
effective growth.
(3) The five types of teaching proposed must not be considered as
absolutely separate and distinct, for even in a problem in science there

should be an elenunt of appreciation, and some learning of the pure
practice t7pe should bo involved.
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0) GRADUATED ASSHiBIflWTS
The Miller Contract Plan was developed at the University of Wisconsin
High School by H. L. Miller. It takes it? departure from the Morrison Plan,
but is less formal and develops in detail a technique for organizing the
units in term? of graduated assignments to meet the nesds of the different
ability levels. The assignments are prepared on three levels, the A, B,
and C Assignments. The accomplishment of pupils is measured on a
quantitative basis, mastery being implied on each level. Usually the C
Assignment, or Minimum Essentials, is required for all and mastery of it
entitles the pupil to a mark of "C"; pupils who have mastered this much
are encouraged to continue to the Supplementary Assignment, mastery of
which entitles one to a mark of "B"; pupils of exceptional ability may
proceed still further to the Extra or Honor Assignment, mastery of which
carries a credit of "A".^
This principle of graduated assignments is the main new contribution
of this plan, although it also involves a cooperative pupil and teacher
planning of assignments on the basis of interests.
The writer experimented with this plan in an informal way during the
school years 1927-8 and 1928-9 while instructing in Community Civics in the
High School at So. Manchester, Conn. Two "control groups," one of boys and
one of girls with a total enrollment of about 40, adjusted both years to
correspond as closely as possible on the basis of intellectual ability with
the same divisions of previous years, were studied with the following
results
:
1927-8 Homogeneous divisions without Contrrct Plan,
Average marks for the first semester:
1 Miller, H.L. Creative Learning and Teaching. Scribner's, 1927.
*
V
Marks: A B C D II Total-46
No. of pupils: 3 16 19 6 2
Percentage: 7 36 40 13 5
1928-9 Homogeneous divisions using Contract Plan,
Average marks for the first semester:
Marks: A B C D I Total-41
No. of pupils: 7 21 11 1 1
Percentage: 17 52 26 3 3
The system seemed to release potential ability and make it count where
is had been lying idle before. Other evidence of the value of the plan is
contained in the written opinions of teachers in this school who also
introduced this method. This evidence, samples of which are submitted on
the following pages, is admittedly subjective, but also must be considered
as the honest opinion of teachers of considerable experience and profes-
sional ability after actual experience with the plan in their clr. ssrooms.
Following are copies of reports submitted by a few of the teachers
who worked under this plan for a year or more:
"Any class group, however homogeneous, is composed of individuals of
varying temperament, and we find even within the group more or less widely
diversified differences of mental capacity, interests, attitudes, aims, etc.
Since experience has shown this to be true, it is necessary to make allow-
ances for individual differences in the methods used in the presentation of
sub iect-matter, if the rims of education are to be met.
"The contract method of assignment is a step toward meeting the
situation because students are allowed to proceed at their own rate in
secondary educative process, actively interested in the task of educating

themselves, and yet at the same time have the advantage of class discussion
whereby both the slower and the more brilliant pupil profit through contact
with each other* s personality and with the personality of the teacher.
"At the ?ame time, the student see? the task immediately before him as
a part of a definite unit; he sees the relation between each step he takes
and the goal toward which he is working. Under the 'old type' of daily
assignment, the sense of unity was often lost in the effort to get 'home
work' done.
"In the mathematics class, we agreed in advance that « ork laid out
ahead war for mastery on the level of excellent in that pupil's measure.
"Since differential marks must be given at present, they should h?ve
meaning. Differences in working power are expected. While the achievement
of a student is commensurate with his capacity to achieve, and recognition
on that basis should be given, at the same time a relative grade must be
given in order to show the potential employer, for instance, whose
achievement is greater.
"Instead of marking one pupil Poor, anothjr "air, another Good,
another 2xcellent--all on the same assignment material, thus indicating
half -mastery or no mastery at all—our C, B, A means mastery in the first,
second, or third degree, and it is mastery rather than marks that is
emphasized. By this means is afforded a definite urge to live up to one's
possibilities—a practicing ground for the development of initiative, thus
obviating the very common practice of doing as little as will be accepted.
No consolation marks, indicative of half -learning are given. Something is
mastered. The pupil is the educative unit rnd must find himself, realize

his own capacity by his own ener^izinc."
Wary H. McOuire
"If the contract system is used, the teacher gives one set of assign-
ments for the term to the entire group. If the term assignment is
sufficiently difficult to stimulate the best pupils, it is hopelessly and
di scouragingly beyond reach of the poor and average. If it is within the
possibility of attainment for the poorer students, it is so easy for the
better ones that they need not do their best '.cork, consequently failing to
receive all of which they are capable. Some teachers offset this fault by
giving special reports for which the pupil receives 'special credit'. But
if this practice is organized systematically, so that the student know?
just what is expected of him and also what extra credit he receives, it is
a contract.
"The poor student under the contract system has a less discouraging
quantity assigned to him; the lazy student does not receive an undeserved
'B' if he will not make any extra effort; the good student has a definite
standard of achievement which gives him opportunity to develop initiative
and self-reliance, and allows him to use his special talents. The contract
syst3m gives recognition in definite form to superior ability. It provides
a possibility for a broader education for those capable of receiving it.
It raises the standard of class work, and raises it at a point where t.e
additional burden is felt by those who can carry it.
"No class could be sufficiently homogeneous to avoid the evils of the
uniform assignment, I believe. In superior ability groups there must be
the difference between B and A pupils at least. In uniformly slow croups.

the contract plan shovs the pupil who is bert how he stands in relation to
the other groups--if he cannot do the B contract he is a C student despite
his superiority in his own group."
Helen ^stes
"While it is true that marks should not be the objective of study, it
is also true that mort children are anxious to obtain a good mark in a
subject, and the knowledge that certain definite extra work will procure
this mark for them is a great incentive to enerratic study. They have,
also, the approximate knowledge, durintr th3 term, of what the final mark
will be, and the dispelling of this uncertainty ad ed to the necessity
for continued work in order to mpintsin this mark in tho contract method,
produces stricter application to the subject in the majority of cases.
Since a thorough knowledge of the general class work is needed to carry on
the individual work successfully, I find th't the pupils are doing more
intensive work on the daily assignments than before, while class discus-
sions are made more interesting as a result of the broader knowledge of the
subject obtained from the individual work done.
"The contract method is as successful in homogeneously grouped classes
as in the hit-or-miss class since it is impossible to assemble a group of
children all of the same mental ability and, while the range of ability is
not so great in a homogeneous class as in others, there is still suffi-
cient individual difference in capacity to make the contract method
practical in allowing those of varying degrees of ability to do what amount
of work their equipment makes possible.
"I feel, too, that the contract system is valuable not only because

it raises the standard of class performance and gives the pupils the
opportunity to do the amount of 'vork of rhich they are capable, but slso
because it gives them valuable training in doing work on their own
initiative and independently.
"
Gertrude Oberempt
"I would say that in general the standard of class performances is
raised by the use of the contr?ct system. First of' all, I believe that it
does accomplish what is expected of it: the stimulation of individual
interest and effort. In ordinary classes, pupils take delight in the
almost unlimited opportunity open to them and the attention and considera-
tion paid to their individual progress. I have had many marginal BC and
AB pupils raise their grades, respectively to B and A level by just a
little additional effort.
"There are many problems for the ieacher to work out in developing a
practical system. Constant check needs to be placed on the pupil's zeal
for mere quantity production. The only way by which I have regulated work
in the advance groups to date has been to require that each pupil obtain
permission, individually, to undertake an advanced contract unit. Thus
continual close evaluation of work already done is necessary. Therefore,
according to my present system, I prefer not to start contracts until I am
acquainted with the pupils' capacities, I.e., at least not until the
second term. Persons doing only work of C quality should be shielded from
the disappointing results of aspiring to an .A before the duality of the
rrork has been gradually improved to an assured level. rnhe lure of quantity
production is so great that constant and diligent individual supervision
(
is necessary to impress upon the pupils the rrenter importance of quality.
"For the very low mentality group I do not approve the use of the
system. Very simple, especially worked-out supplementary or 1 eztra-credit
'
units mifiht be provided, but no full contract scheme. Their feeling of
being overwhelmed is to be deprecated,"
-Esther k'acDonald

H) StBOlARY
Many eaucators recognize the desirability of individual instruction,
yet feel that during the period covered by these first phases of
experimentation no practical plan has been proposed that may be success-
fully carried out in the average public school with its large daily
teacher-load. These definite criticisms may be made of any plans to do
away entirely with the class method of instruction:
1. Individual rates of prorress result in an impossible spread of pupils
over the courses.
2. The paper work involved in checking pupils' progress is overwhelming.
3. The common needs of a eroup of pupils are ignored.
4. Poor habits of study and irregular work are encouraged.
5. Production is slowed up because of insufficient contacts of pupils and
teacher, and hence lack of pressure.
Yet this first phase of development laid the foundations and indicrted
many of the procedures that furtrer refinement has made applicable to
public school situations. In considering the individual pirns as units,
it may perhaps be said that the 1,'iller Contract Plan most nearly approaches
a technique possible of 'videsnread application. Yet there were very
evident weaknesses in this plan. The first thrt might be mentioned is
concerned with the form of the Contract and the resulting procrastin- tl on
developed in some pupils. The work of the entire Contract was to be
checked off by a certain d* te; many pupils put off their work until
shortly before thrt time, and then "crammed" to finish it. 'lso. the
advance indication of all the work to be covered in the unit, stated as a
whole, brought to some pupils a feeling of being overwhelmed at the start.
1
Each of the plans, howover, embodied some features that could be
practically utilized and adapted to the problems of particular systems.
Most progress in the second period has bsen made in this manner.
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The following section of this thesis furnishes
an analysis of procedures developed by certain schools
in adapting some of the features indicated in Part One
to fit their own situations. As none of this material
has been published in book form, the analysis has been
made from magazine articles, conferences, and personal
observation.

a) mm m BP IT AIN WAV
Four innovations characterize the Now Britain Plan; a five-week
assignment instead of a daily assignment; a suitable marking system; the
graph card; end turning over to tha tea? her of the entire scheduled period
to order as may seem best for the accomplishment of the individual
student 1 s task.
(1) The /.ssignment. The content of the subject is divided into eight
parts: the content of each eighth is divided into twenty parts, each
corresponding to one dry 1 s work.
A test may be set by the teacher covering the important prrts of the
eighth and taken by the pupils in "omitted periods". The practice of
setting a test to cover the supplementary work hr a "lso been gro-ing in
favor.
Credit is indicated in order that uniformity in grading among the
teachers of a dapartment may be controlled. Quality as well as quantity
are determining factors.
(2) The Marking System. The chief question in determining a student's
credit is: Has he completed his task? All the work outlined in the
Minimum Sssentials is required, and when the work is done the student is
credited with having accomplished his task, the symbol 70 (not 70^ being
used. T.'ork and tests supplementary to the minimum essentials of the
assignment are arranged and the symbol "80" is selected to mean thrt the
supplementary reouirements for certification have been met. Further
supplementary work and tests are provided, "85," "90," "95, 1 and IGO*
becoming the symbols for grades in the attainment of honors.
(3) The n-raph "lard. For every student there is provided an
r
individual graph crrd. This card contains an enumeration of all the
student's subjects in process, with a scale divided in twentieths upon
which may be indicated the advance toward the accomplishment, "he
instructor's autographed initials indicate his agreement with the student's
judgment. The student is expected to show his individual graph crrd
whenever asked to do so by teach:r, administrative officer, or parent.
(4) Use of the Period. The plan is one of individualized instruction,
but to economize the time and energy of the teacher, a strong attempt is
made to keep the large majority of the group together. Directions 2nd
quizzes that may just as Tell be given to the entire group at once are so
given, ratl::r than to each separately. There is nothing in the pirn to
preclude activities by the entire group togeth.r "whenever all are read/ or
whenever no particular preparation need be assumed. Group 1 ork is found to
be of especial importance in teaching modern languages by the direct
method, in the social studies, and in Relish. Usually there are a few in
the group who must work by themselves, ""hen such cases become hopeless in
the regular group they are transferred to a so-called "ungraded group" in
which, because of smaller enrollment, the instructor can give more time
to the individual.
Additional Points: The school day is a two-session day. In the
morning there is an opening period of fifteen minutes, then two periods of
seventy-five minutes each and a period of twenty minutes for special
appointments. In the afternoon there are two periods of sevonty-five
minutes and another special appointment period of twenty-eight minutes.
The time given for these periods is the actual time; recesses of six
minutes provide for all passing between classes.

Samples of the "raph Cards, .'r^icnment Sheets, and Directions to
Teachers follow.
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Customs, Instructions and Information
Chapter xxix
''Issued September, 1931)
FUNDAMENTALS OF OUR PLAN OF FORK
In ordering the work all teachers should keep in their own minds, and
use all possible influence to have their students keep in their minds, the
following four fundamentals of the New Britain Plan:
1. The .Assignment , a definite allotment of work to meet the requirement fl of
the "course of study" and fit into the system of reports.
2. The Individual <";raph Card , a running record of the stuaent's accomplish-
ment in his assignment and available at any time , for the information of
administrative officers, teachers or pr.rents.
3. Completion of the Assignment the Great Objective , with an appropriate
marking system to show how closely this has been approached by those who
have failed and with whnt interert, enthusiasm, painstaking industry,
clear understanding and rare ability it has been accomplished by those who
have succeeded.
4. A Large Freedom for the Teacher to use the class period so as best to
serve the interests of the students in the accomplishment of their -tasks.

Colleg3 3ngli-3h 2- 4V-r- 3.
Assignment I
6. Problem VI. Developing paragraphs fror. topic sentences.
Exercise 174, p- ge 244
7-8. Problem VII. Ex. 170--pp. 237, Ex. 173—pp. 243, Ex. 176—
pp. 253
These will not bo accepted until they are correctly and
clearly written, ©rid show th* t you have mastered unity,
c oherence , and empha sis.
9-10. Problem VIII. Making topic sentences and developing para-
graphs from then.
1. Before form5.ng your bopic sentence, decide what material
you wish to include in your paragraph, and whe t general
impression you wish to present.. Write your sentence.
Your duty then is to prove your statement.
Use the following plan for your paragraph.
(a) First sentence--topic sentence.
(b) Second sentence— topic sentence repeated or ex-
ple Inod
.
(c) Succeeding sentences—Proof
(d) Last sentence—Summary rr conclusion. Remember
links between sentences. Think of the paragraph
as a chain "f firmly connecting links.
2. Write topic sentences to serve as the foundation of
paragraphs on the following rubjects.
An experiment in chemistry
The telephone
High School spirit
Success
The house in which you live
A so a-beach at noon
The Senior High School
Moonlight at sea
These will bo discussed and tentative plans (see 1)
will be worked cut in class.
3. Write a topic sentence and develop from it a paragraph.
Use one of the following subjects, or another approved
by the teacher.
The value of vacations
A camp in ths woods
A New England Trilla ;e
An old Farmhouse Kitchen
A scene at a railroad station
A heme like room
These parr graphs will bo read and r'ircussed in class.
11-12. Problem IX. Write topic sentences and develop from them para-
graphs on two of chc following subjects, or ether approved
by the teacher:
The weeds in winter; in the fall; in summer (Either
,
cne
)
A snowy morning
A busy market place
A story of school life
An adventure at sea
My most excitiny experience
A narrow escape
A story of mistaken identity
A mountain climb £-1-11-32

-.c
College English 2 4.
Assignment I
L3-14. Problem X. Compositions of iroro than one paragraph.
1. Study Correct English pp. 313-51(1
2. Ex.. 238,239,240
3. Other subjects approved by the teacher may be used
.
Follow directions e s riven in ex. 9. Hand in the topi-
cal plan bhe list of topical sentences, in order, end
the c omp o s i t i on
.
15-16. Problem XI. Composition of several paragraphs. Plan rnd
write a composition ab ut 500 words In length. Follow the
directions given in ex. 9 pp. 155.
Suggested subjects. (To be filled in ot teacher Ss pupil.
1.
2.
3.
A
''X m
5.
c
.
7.
8.
9.
10.
17, Problem XII. Tost composition.
The teacher will diet to sovcral subjects. You will choose
one and plan and, vrito i. composition of at least three para-
graphs, each with an appropriate topic sentence
•
This unit v/ill not bo credited unt.l it has been done satis-
factorily tit the first attempt* No rewriting will be per-
mitted .
18. Problem XIII . Spelling, vocabulary, nuncupation, sentence
structure. This problem may be done at any time during the
assignment, and is to 3tress those elements f composition
that give taost trcuble tc the particular class.
19-20. Problem XIV. Report on outside reading. Choose a bock from
the section called Interesting Non-Fiction, pages 55-38 of
Bocks for Homo Reading, Report :-rr 11 - as follows:
1 . Title ahd au to o
r
2. Type of book
( b ) sub i c ? t : o t ce r
3. Two incidents to col of the book
4. Evaluation of the book
5. One striking pass: re
Toad it rnd point ut lis excellence.
?ork
No one who has had tc rowrito the majority of his papers is
eligible for i grade over 70. All supplementary work will
be credited for <ru'lit\- cnly. Do III, rnd I or II, and
IV or V.
2-I-II-32
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THE GRAPH CARDS
During the first week in each eighth, section teachers will distribute
to all students the individual graph cards (and envelopes when needed) and
make sure that the following instructions are very c:.refully followed:
I. At the top of the card fill in with ink
assignment with Roman numerals (2)
student, family name first '4) the address (5)
room.
(1) the number of the
the date begun (3) the name of the
the number of the section
II. At the bottom of the card fill in with ink (1) the name of each
separ; te course, using the arable numeral (2) the number of pjriods a
week for which the course is scheduled.
"Snglish courses are to be entered in the first column or columns.
The course in Physical Education is to bj entered next.
If a course is brought forward from an earlier semester and is being
pursued in some other assignment than thrt indicated at the tor of the
card the assignment of \ his course is to be shown by a Roman numeral
written after the arabic numeral of the course.
III. On the envelope write with ink the name of the student, the
section room and the address.
In the case of every course which depends upon a previous course the
subject teacher may ask to see the graph of the fourth assignment of the
previous course.
The group letters of the course rre not to be given.
All teachers ?re urged to have a regular time for initialing the
individual graph cards, and to offer the opportunity to students at least
once a week.
In signing the individual eraph, subject teachers will kindly remem-
ber thrt the twentieths are interpreted in the light of "period a week";
if 10/20 are signed, it means thrt the assignment is half done. If the
course comes once a week only, 10/20 stands for the work of about ?
periods; whereas if the course comes four times a week it stands for the
work of about 10 periods; if the course is given eight times a Te:k it
stands for the work of about 20 periods. The number of Periods a -reek
should therefore be accurately entered at the bottom of the card.
All teachers will kindly see th- t the direction and information of this
message are given to the students opportunely.
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Customs, Instructions and Information
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( Issued September, 1931)
TH3 T3ACH3RS RSP POSSIBILITY IN THE BRITAIN PLAN
The school administration aim? 4 o have the work of the school, through
its organization and its system of checks and records, develop in the
stuaent a willingness to accept the responsibility of a task and a
readine?? to discharge this responsibility; the individual is exp-cted to
adjust himself to the conditions that he finds and, Tithout p^rronal con-
siderations, meet the demand? of his cour?es. Completion of the assign-
ments and the consequent promo 4 : on and graduation depend primarily upon the
student and not u-on the teacher.
And yet the teacher has a very important place in ojr system. By
every possible approach he should infl ;ence the student to accept ana dis-
charge his responsibility and to complete his work* TThile the student must
accept the conditions, the teacher has a very 1; rge p.- rt in uetermining the
conditions; in fact the excellence of the condition? m?rk? the excellence
of the teacher. The conditions of learning should provide correctives and
encouragements for many types. It is the teacher's place to make the
conditions in hi? laboratory just a? rich in the correctives and Bncourage-
ments of learning as may be possible.

B) THS SCAFSDAL6 PLAH
1. The "rsenticls.
The essentials of the ."carsdale Plan are ( a") a lenrthened p;riod or
class meetings to enable the teacher to clear up common difficulties, rive
class instruction, drill or tests, and individual help to those t.to ne^d
it; ( a reduced number of class meatinrs ''four per week in major subjects
to create a free margin of tim3 for teachers nnd punils which may be used
in meeting individual needs; f a lonr assignment or contract containinr
"study helps" designed to enable the pupil to study effectively durin-
his free tir..e.
T*he basis of the plan o: ~ork is the contract. A contract is a plan
for accompli shing a unit of subject matter* It rives a daily assirnment,
ties up the work with its context and with the whole subject, provides for
outside reading and projects, and place? before the teacher and pupil a
Ion'- rnnre view of the mrtter for stud: -
. By means of differentiated, that
is. A, B, and C contracts provision is m~de for th? weaker pupils. Uore
capable pupils may do "Honor Units" for extra credit and for the enrichment
of their study.
The contract is worked out by the teacher and department head in each
subject and mimeographed so that a cony ma. be placed In the hands of each
pupil. In reneral contracts "re made on a four-week basis slthoueh the
requirements of the subject, not of time, set the len th of th.; contract.
Havin>- worked out a plan or contract which pro ides for ample drill for
the work to be prepared and co ered for each day. the teacher proceeds to
put the >^lan into action.

2. Putting the Plan into 'ction.
Classes meet four times B week for a fifty-fiva minute period. While
class procedures vary with the individuality of teachers, it is e;pected
that four elements will be found in the class conferences:
(a) Re-Teaching, The day's work will be correlated with the work of
the previous day, and weaknesses in the past work corrected.
Cb) Teaching* The work of the day will be clearly and forcefully
presented with drill, discussion, explanation, and such processes as the
nature of the subject demands.
(c) Pro-Teachi ng. The work which is to be done for the next msetinr
will be presented and explained sufficiently for the te - cher to be sure
that each pupil knows what is to be done rnd how to do it.
I'd) Checking-Up. The -teacher checks up, usually by means of a five
or ten minute power test, the accomplishment of each pupil, and locates
weaknesses which call for further individual conference. Incidentally she
is furnished with a means of rating. 3y using a short mil .eor raphed test,
the teacher can administer this in a short time, ?nd it usually can be
corrected on the spot.
Class work is supplemented by mi; eograph^d work sheets which pro. ice
drill for thorough nr stery. These, in topical form and setting forth
minimum requirements, surply imi;.e iiate remedial work and eliminate
repetitive teaching. Cumulative power tests used weekly or monthly reduce
paper work, facilitate make-up of work missed through absence or neglect,
and measure the accomplishment or rower of the pupil in the subject,
serving for both a racing and diagnostic purpose.
3. A-B-C Contracts and Honor Units.
l!
The contracts or a ssignments provide for individual differences. All
of the pupils in a given class are required to do Section A of the contract
Those 'ho master this section as contrasted with those who merely pass it,
or who show a need for additional instruction or nractice, are exempted
from Section C and proceed to Section B, which provider for more rdvnced
work or individual researches. Those whose rscord on Section A indicates
a need for further drill are required to take Section C. Moreover, on
practically all contracts there are four honor units conri sting of sup-
plementary work* These may be undertaken by the abler pupils who receive
extr- credit for doing them. In many instances, they are re uired of
pupils who are preparing for college.

C) THE BRONXVILLE PLAN
The koy to the plan in Bronxville is the Goal Book, composed of a
Goal Sheet for each subject. The r-oal Sheets set forth specifically the
Objectives for each course. No goal is marked until it is nr rtered;
percentage a indicative of quality are not given, because partial learnings
pre not recognized. "Mastery" is measured by dingnostic inventory tests.
The chief variable is _r£te of progress, which is shown by the number of
adaptations mode successfully within a given period of time, contracted to
normal accompli shment for that period. The work of ench term is divided
into three periods of six weeks each. The Goal Book is sent home once
in six weeks for inspection by the parents nnd signature on the "^oal
Summaries" sheet. This report is an objective statement of accomplishment.
Dach goal marked "complete" indicates th- t a new skill or ability Irs b;en
acquired by the child, and that he has m stered this particular thing.
However, in the work o: the Senior Hirh School, an add^d element some-
times needs to be considered which may be expressed as grasp or rower
ana which ploys a part in the success with which the pupil may be expected
to adapt himseli' to the recuirements of college Tork. As each goal period
is marked, provision has therefore reen made for a rrting. All -ork 'hat
is acceptable and that is indicated as completed leads toward high school
graduation and is rrted ?s "P". Those pupils •••hose power is such that
they can successfully meet the demands of college are rrted ,,t; ," or
recommended.
The philosophy of the school m:y be expressed in the slogan "no one
fails—he hasn't succe ded yet". The symbols used to indicate a pupil's
relative standing are as follows, together with the approximrte
••
i
distribution for a given marking period:
Symbol
"N"
Indicates
normal progress
retarded
accelerated
Di stribution
64*
16%
24?"A"
Although "mastery" is tha goal, it is conceded thr;t it is not possible
to measure mastery in all subjects. Core subjects or tool subjects are
measured by objective tests. Appreciation and exploratory courses recuire
the teacher's judgement as to whether the pupil is working to capacity.
The teachers hrve a grea H responsibility in deciding whether a person is
working to capacity. The lr.zy, indifferent pupil exists in Bronxville as
well as elsewhere.
Successful preparation for collere entrance demands a minimum of two
hoars per night of home study by pupils in the Preparatory Curriculum.
Pupils who are aile to make more than normal progress are encouraged
to expand "Horizontally" rather than "Vertically": l.e» f the extra v.ork
is supplementary to the unit of the Ooal Sheet, and no one attacks the
next unit ahead of the instructor's "teaching".
•(
BRONXVILLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GOAL SHEEl
Pupil's Name , _ Group.
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
Beginning Date
Has demonstrated mastery of principles of Elementary Algebra
underlying algebraic addition, subtraction, multiplication, di-
vision; use of parentheses; factoring; the combination, multi-
plication, and division of fractions. P. 1-32.
Has demonstrated mastery of the solution of simple equations,
of reducing simple mathematical statements to symbols, and
of solving written problems involving the use of simple
equations. P. 3J-45.
Can graph equations containing two unknowns; solve such simul-
taneous linear equations by graphical, addition-subtraction,
and substitution methods; solve for three unknowns; written
problems containing two or three unknowns. P. 46-62.
Rating-
Date
O.K. REMARKS
Can 6nd square root of monomials, algebraic expressions, numbers,
fractions, and can add and subtract quadratic surds. P. 63-73.
Can solve quadratic equations graphically by formula. Can solve
literal quadratic equations and written problems. Can 6nd
imaginary roots in quadratic equations, express imaginaries
in terms of i, and simplify imaginary and complex numbers.
Knows what types of quadratics graph as parabola, circle,
ellipse, hyperbola. Can solve simultaneous quadratic equa-
tions by graph. P. 74-99; 112-123.
Can factor common expressions of intermediate algebra difficulty;
can factor an -|- b" and a" — b" types; can apply factor
theorem, can apply to simplification of fractions, and solu-
tions of equations. P. 100-109; 112-116.
Rating
Can find nth root of perfect nth power, use fractional, negative,
positive, and zero exponents or any combination of these.
P. 140-149.
Can reduce radicals to lower order, remove factors from or in-
troduce them under radicand, rationalize denominators, re-
duce radicals to same order, multiply or divide radicals of any
order, find root or power. Can divide by quadratic binomial
surd, multiply or divide imaginary numbers, and solve irra-
tional equations. P. 150-169.
Has demonstrated retention of principles covered and ability to
apply them by passing diagnostic test on semester's work.
Rating „
Can find logarithm of a number, interpolate, use logarithms in
multiplication and division, in finding root or power of a
number, and can apply logarithms to problems. P. 170-186.
Knows formulae for nth term and sum of first n terms in arith-
metical and geometric progressions and sum to infinity in
infinite geometric progressions, and can applv these to prob-
lems. P. 187-201.
Can find mean, third, fourth proportionals; knows and can apply
properties of proportions. Can express direct, inverse, and
joint variation in equations and solve problems involving these
variations. P. 206-219.
Review after Ratio
Rating
Can solve simultaneous equations involving quadratics and can
solve written problems involving these difficulties. P. 124-134.
In quadratics can find on inspection sum and product of roots,
form equations from roots, find character of roots by use of
discriminant, and solve equations of intermediate algebra
level. P. 135-139; 224-226.
Understands binomial theorem. Can graph by means of slope
and y Intercept.
Knows meaning and use of Sine, Cosine and Tangent.
Rating _
Review of year's work by means of text and Review Book.
Has completed drill on sample Regent's Tests.
Has demonstrated, on complete diagnostic test, a mastery of year's
work, the principles all taken together.
'READ FROM TOP DOWN
'
Completion Date
_ Rating Resents Score
2nd Edition Text: Second Course in Algebra, Wells and Hart.
cc
Bronxville Senior High School Goal Summaries
School Year
Name Group
) ) SUMMARY REPORT OF RETARDATION
In general we find retardation due to one of the following causes or a combination of them:
1. Absence. 2. Lack of purpose. 3. Lack of concentrated effort. 4. Lack of outside preparation. 5. Poor foundation.
A 6. Slowness in learning.
Retardation in the case of this particular case is due to the reasons indicated.
GOAL PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6
Science
RECORD OF DAYS ABSENT OR TIMES TARDY
GOAL PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN
Goal
Period
1
2
3
Date Signature
Goal
Period
4
5
6
Date Signature
J
J
c c
e
e
c c
6 i
D) EVALUATION
These three schools have apparently succeeded in introducing a measure
of individual instruction which overcomes the criticisms of the earlier
plans of complete individualization, and combines to some extent the
advantages of both group and individual instruction under conditions
possible of realization in the averse public school. The essential
features of any one of these plans are applicable to any school, to any
department within a school, and to any classroom within a department,
without the necessity for any drastic reorganization of the school.
In schools interested in this type of work, the study of such ex-
periments by the faculty should indicate certain features, drawn perhaps
from all of these nlans, suitable rs a basis for the introduction of
individual instruction in that school. Change is an essential of growth
and consequently, frequent changes in methods will be mrde as actual exper-
imentation in that school indicates desirable rdjustments. From a
practical point of view, the following skeleton plan is suggested to
eliminate the criticisms of individual instruction given in the summary
section of Part One:
(1) The class "spread" must be restricted by keeping all pupils on the
same unit. Some may Raster only the minimum essentials; others will earn
supplementary credit.
(2) The paper work may be reduced by using self-checking drill sheets
and cumulative uower tests, the passing of which cancels a previous
failure.
(3) Class conferences serve a definite purpose in meeting common njeds
and should be scheduled for at east 713,
.
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of the pupil's time.
(4) Definite mimeographed assignments for e?ch day of each unit should
be prepared; there should also contain study suggestions.
(5) Pupil accomplishment should be checked daily on the basis of the
assignment, to sacure the hribit of meeting responsibilities.
(?) I'orrison's "mastery-idea" shoald be the basis for credit, ratner
than merj lesson-preparation.
(7) The assignments should be differentiated, and scientifically made
to engender in the pupils the abilities accepted as the objectives of
education and of each pcrticular subjact.
i
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II
THE OBJECTIVB-ASSIGWIBHT PLAI
Introduction.
The third part of this thesis ic concerned with a uescription of the
adaptation devised as suitable for the school of a particular community
—
the Senior High School at Wellesley, l!ass. This school enrolls 430 pupils
in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades in a residential community situated
12 mile? from Boston. The community has always been gensrous in its
support of education, particularly by maintaining a salary schadule that is
sufficiently high to enable it to secure a sup.rior type of teacher. The
classes pre smaller than averare, and adequate working materials are
provided. Twenty-one teachers ~re employed on the faculty of this school.
This plan draw? its main features from all those described in Part
Two, and organizes them to fit a definite situation. It became effective
in V. S. H. S. in September 1?32. All teachers are governed according to
the requirements of this procedure, with the exception of such minor
variations as are approved from time to time by the principal. The plan
was not thrust on the faculty without warning; on the contrary, it was
cooperatively worked out by two year? of study and experimentation by many
members of the faculty.
Sections A & B explain the theory of the plan; Sections C I D give the
directions for its application.
V
A) TH3 BASIC TK30RY AND PSYCHOLOGY
1. The question of class pace.
The ordinrry conduct of meeting? of classes in high school subjects is
open to serious criticism, both on the ground of theory end of results.
In any class the ranre of pupil ability is so gre n t that the sdju c ttr.ent of
pace and subject matter becomes of essential import-nce. The most common
decision is to adapt the offering to the average or central intellectual
group of the class, leaving the superior pupils unchallenged by the
necessity for any real effort, bored ana in a critical situation for the
development of superficiality and intellectual laziness. Yet the pace is
rapid enough so that the slower or less intelligent pupils are carried
along faster than they can proceed with assimilation. These pupils ere
forc:d to proceed from one topic to another without having nr stered the
preceeding one, and consequently are soon lost in a mr.ze, hopelessly out
of step and discouraged. In the most favorable event, they finish the
subject with a superficial knowledge of many topics, but an understanding
and mastery of few.
Cne way of improving such a situation lies in the school adminis-
tration's setting up positive incentives to cell forth +ha energies of the
pupils, so th' t the doing of c, job as cuickly and as well as possible
appeals to them as worth the necessary effort; and provided, further,
that the teacher will modify her teaching procedures in certain
particulars wi ich will be suggested later.
2. The heterogeneous school of today.
The extraoruinary growth of high school enrollment since 19 00 has
made the pupils of the secondary school an exceedingly heterogeneous group.

In li'00 in 7'ellesley, 14 pupils per 1000 of population attenced high
school; in 1932. the figure was 35 per 1000. In 19^0 the intellectual
elite attendeu to be preprred for college; in 1932, the college preparatory
department, while still extremely important, included not more than 1/3 of
the pupils; the rest were there to prepare for the uuties of adult life.
The school authorities have been compelled to assume responsibility for
types of pupils who formerly expected to leave school at "the end of the
eighth grade. The single curriculum and traditional class method E re so
ill adapted to thj cr.pat-ilitie? of these pupils that the latter were eith.r
sacrificed in favor of the abler, faster-working pupils, or these have
been sacrificed to the slower. Considerable progress has been m-de in many
schools, and particularly during the last two years in our school, in
differentiating curricula and the contents of the subjects of study to meet
this situation; but before the adaptation can be considered complete it
must be applied in each classroom.
Various schemes of individual instruction, notably the Dalton ?nd
"."innetka Plans, have bjen proposed; but have not proved practical under
the conditions existin. in public secondary schools. Just rs the class
method ignores individual needs, so individual instruction ignores common
needs, and in addition overwhelms the teacher with an utterly unnecessary
burden of repetition.
Many adapt tions of these plans have been developed, especially in
fcarsdale, Bronxville, New -ritain, South Philadelphia. A practical way
out of the dilemma, and of others to be mentioned, is the subject of this
t^aper.
ifl
3. The meaningless passing grade.
At present the procedure is to set up in each subject a given content
to be covered; the outcome inevitably is that some pjpils do well, some
indifferently, some poorly, and some wi^l not perform at all. The majority
of the class must pass the subject, however, and it is necessary to rend
home rs-iort cards at frequent intervals, so some system of marking must be
devised. ?ome pupils prepare their lessons well and some poorly, hence the
easiest way to mark at present is by grading the daily work--100'<' for
perfect, for nothing, and the percentage series standing: for all shades
of judgement of the quality of the recitation delivered. Then the day for
marking arrives, all the marks thus obtained are averaged together, and
70% is arbitrarily set as passing. Thus the passing grade is accepted as
the learning objective, as the true product of learning.
Needless to point out, 70 can be secured without mastery of any topic,
or as a result of averaging mastery on some topics with no mastery in
others. The hypothesis that the topic is learned when the pupil has
attained a 70% mastery is manifestedly untrue, as there can be no decrees
of mastery. There is a vast difference in sayine that a pupil has done
seven out of ten exercises correctly and in being able to say that he has
definitely mr stored the central idea.
An integral part of the Ob jective-Assirrnment Plan is the requirement
of mastery. A pupil knows a subject or he doesn't know it; he can not
know it if he knows only 70"' of it.
4. The "get-by" attitude.
When part-learning is set up as the accented standard, the effect on
the pupil's conception of the nature of learning is unfortunate. If he
«T
encounters the attitude on the part of his elder? that oducation consists
in the partial performance of tasks, he soon develops what may be called
the "get-by" attitude. He comes to see any tasks which he has to do, not
as things to be ac-omplishod in a finished manner, but rather as under-
takings upon which he will economize effort to the degree which experience
has taught him will be accjpted. Education becomes 70^ performance; one
goes to school to acquire education; why pursue the car after one has
caught it?
Here we see one explanation for the complaint of employers in the
business world, many of whom feel that the average high school gradurte
has a habit of superficiality, of "getting-by " in his work, rather 1 han
exerting himself to master his job. 7/hat is neaped is insistence on
mastery as the only acceptable performance. Teaching which is intent on
actual learning should continue in its effort until the pupil has indubit-
ably caught the meaning and sense of the unit and manifesta his mastery
through his reaction to searching tests calculated to settle the issue
whether he has learned or hrs not learned. Such teaching is not satisfied
to grade the pupil 70^ and pass on, for it realizes that three f?ilures
out of ten on valid test items means that the pupil is ^nly on his way to
mastery and has not yet arrived.
r
B) PP.I -CIPL3S OF TK3 PLAN
The Objective-Assignment Plan, as devised for application in
W. S. H. S. , aims to overcome the criticisms of the traditional procedure,
as listed above, by the substitution of an entirely different psychology,
by offering the individual pupil a content in which it is possible for aim
to succeed, by holding him up to a mastery of this content, by giving the
superior pupil an opportunity to more extensively pursue his interest in
the subject, and by substituting rewards for work mastered in place of
penalties for failure to "get-by". Four main principles are involved:
1. The objective basis.
Much instruction of secondary school nupils has been based on subject
matter which few have questioned, and which continues to be taught because
it alvays has been taught. The clear statements of the aims of saucation
now generally accepted amonn educators have failed to bring about a general
revision of subject natter and methods, largely on account of the inertia
of the system. The formal st! tement of objectives to which a teacher
subscribes does not necessarily imply that these are the ones toward which
he directs his students; his real objectives are shown by the learning
exercises he assigns and in his tests for achievement. Yet such a re-
vision must be made if those aims are to be accomplished.
Since the assignments made by teachers serve as the basis for most
learning activity in which the p ;pil engages, and consequently for most of
what he learns, the function of the high school will be fulfilled only if
teachers devise and select learning exercises compatible with recognized
educational objectives. A teacher's immediate purpose is to cause :.is
pupils to acquire certain abilities for performing the duties of adult life.
•It
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(See Cardinal Principles),
These objectives will be sec ired only by a conscious effort to secure
them made in a logical, scientific manner. They cannot be secured by any
hit-or-miss method planned from day to day. The tercher rith a professional
view point will recognize the desirability of baring her af signmsnt s on the
following analysis of objectives :^
1. Determine the auties of adult life, or the occasions for the use of
abilities. (Bobbitt's list) 3
2. From (1) determine the future behavior desirable, as considered in
terms such as citizenship, character, culture, social efficiency, etc.
(Cardinal Principles)
3. From (2) determine the abilities to be engendered in the pupil**
(Immediate objectives)
4. From (3) determine the learning exercises to be engaged in by the
students. (Assignments^
Only by basing our educational practices on this straight, dependent
sequence, can the desired results be obtained. The W. S. H. S. plan Mast
have an objective basis. "Cach assignment must be truly in line with the
educational objectives and the aim of that assignment stated definitely as
an "ability to ".
2. The definite assignment.
The teachers* immediate objectives are abilities to be engendered.
The assignment must be such that it will engender the desired ability. A
frequent cause for lack of "driving power" in school work is the failure
of the teacher to set definite objectives, described in terms that his
students can comprehend.
1 Office of Education—Bulletin 1918. No. 35, Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education Pg. 11
2 Monroe, Walter S. "Directing Learn* ng in the High School"—Doubleday,
Doran, 1928, Pk. 5^-7
3 Bobbitt. Franklin, "How to Make a Curriculum"—Houghton, Llifflin, 1924
Pg. 8-9
<
A common complaint of high school students is that they do not under-
stand what objective? the teacher want? them to a ' tain. The teach ;r must
a rsume the re sponsi bility for making the assignment in such a way that the
student will know what he is to do when he begin? the preprrr-tion of the
lesson. Assignment s such as "Study page to patre , are unsatisf rctory
in that the high school student often does not know what is meant by the
term "study". The assignment -'hr.t does not specify definite exercises to
be dona is a handicap to motivation, and as a rule will not eapture the
interest of high school stud3nts.
The definite, printed assignment, prepared in advance, also has other
advantages in that it: a) requires careful planning over a complete unit
of work by the teacher, including the arrangement of learning exercises in
accordance :ith the engendering of desired abilities; b) it gives the
pupil an understanding of the reason for his assignments, also, by stating
the abilities desired and offering a broad view of the whole unit. It
enables him to appreciate where he is headed; c) it is a valuable, tir.e-
saving outline of work to bj made up in case of absence; d) it enables the
substitute teacher to continue the progress of the class toward the
desired achievements; e) it provides a basis for the correlation of work
between departments.
3* The mastery requirement.
"mhen a student has fully acquired a piece of learning, he has
mastered it. Half -learninr , or learning rather well, or being on the way
to learning ere none of -them mastery. Mastery in.plies completeness, the
thing is done, the student hap arrived ?o far a? that particular learn'ng
is concerned, "here is no question of how well the student has mastered it;
he has either mastered it or he has not mastered it. It is as absurd to
speak of degrees 01 nrstery as to speak of the attainment of the second
story of g building, or of decrees of being on the other side of r stream.
i
"The whole process o.' •education is mads up of unit earnings each of
wh'ch must by mastered. The issue is not the learning of any course but
rather the mastery of certain significant unit of it; it is idle to speak
of mastering a riven field of knowledge, but i + is not only entirely
possible to master important units within the field, but no less ottain;..;nt
constitutes learning in the educational sense at all. Teaching which is
intent upon actual learning will then present each unit in succession and
persevere in it? effort until the pupil h? s indubitably caught the meaning
and sense of the unit, and manifests his mastery through searching tests
calculated to settle the issue whether he has learned or has not learned."^
4. The differentiated assignments.
Frequently pupils will profit more from doing limited assignment? well
than from a superficial participation in a larger number of activities.
If we recognize the existence of individual differences in capacity to do
school work, it follows that, unless variations are made in the time
devoted to learning or the more rifted are given an opportunity to --ork to
full capacity, there must be corresponding variations in the quality of the
achievements. It is not essential that the content of the course be + he
same for all members of the class. The actual content covered b;T the
student, except where it is a necessary prerequisite for future work, is
not a maiter of paramount importance. The more important consideration
is th~t a student's achievements consist of what he has learned rather
than the ground -overed.
Differentiation of assignments suggests the abolition of classes and
recitations, but it is possible to retain a class organization. 3y plan-
ning the work so that all members of the class are studying the srme
general topic, the class group may be retained and rdantation to the
individual differences secured by the differentiation of assignments for
study outside of the class period.
The objective-assignment plan accomplishes this by alloting about 3/4
1 Morrison, H. C.—The Practice of Teaching in the Secondrry School.
Pg. 36, 37.

of the time set aside for each unit to Section A, the minimum essentials.
At the conclusion of Section A, a test for mastery is giv,n. The class is
then split into two groups, those who have shown mastery proceeding to
Section B, the supplementary work; while the other group, those who have
not proven their mastery, are required to work through Section C, which
consists of exercises requiring a review and reteaching to secure mastery
on the second trial.
f
C) 7""5 ESSENTIAL F3AT :JR3S OF TH3 PLAN
1. The objective assignment.
The assignment is based on a natural unit of subject master. It is not
ecsenticl that the assignments in the various subjects should cov„r a
uniform period of time; in f?ct it is pref ; rr.'ble that they do not. The unit
will ordinarily cover three 4 o six rveeks.
Section A should include only the minimum essentials, those portions
of the work nsce^s'ry for an understanding of wh-t is to come tarter, and
should be planned to include about 3/4 of the time allowed for the entire
unit. Upon its completion, a test should be given, as a result of which
those pupils "/ho have mas 4 ered the minimum essentials should taks up Section
B, consisting of supplemen 4. ary studies, applications, or activities. Those
pupils whose tests indicate a need for reter-ching and additional drill
should be required to work through Section C, which is plcnned to meet their
needs.
In each section the aim of the : esson is f'-'ed and the assignment is
made for each confer:nce (class period). ^>upils are erch provided with an
Assignment Notebook in which all assignment sheets should be kept.
2. The class conference.
The daily dads meeting is called the "confer nee" to partial" y
indicate the desired psychology of the situation, as opposed to the
recitation. Memory questions and recitntions as such are eliminated in
favor of the directed-learning situation. Students do not recite to the
teacher, but meet f or a discission of coupon difficulties, exchange of
opinion, and drill necessary to the development of the desired abilities*
Not more than $ the period should be devoted to group testing and discussion

of the current work. The remainder of the period should be devoted to the
assignment, or to individual help and rnake-up. Home work should be repaired
as part of the assipnment, checked in for each pupil, but not rated for
reasons which -.rill be explained under the section on marking.
In working- through an A, B, C assi rnment , the teacher first t3aches the
class as a whole on Section A, and then folio inp the te r t on the minimum
essentials, divides her tiM between B pupils and C pupils. The pupils
working on Section B will be able to proceed more or less on their own.
They will require some help in locating source mr + erial, and they should be
checked or rated on the results. As the B pupils are occupied with worth-
while activities, the teacher may proceed to the rescue of the C group.
Eventually those who do not respond to this second teaching should be
removed to an ungraded class.
3. The cumulative power tests.
Although home ^ork is required, it should be rer':ded ?. s practice \*ork
designed to develop the required abilities. It may be discussed in cl?ss so
that the difficulties may be cleared up, but it should no 4 be painst rkinjrly
checked. The result of home work done for practice and not under super-
vision of the school, is meaningless in itself. Rathjr, infrequent short
tests should be given during the conference period so designed as to test
the pupil's m' stery of the abilities through the application of them to
fresh material of the same type that he has had for home practice. Evidence
of the possession of knowledge is furnirhed by responding to new situations,
by overcoming difficulties, and by solving problems. Pupils who show lack
of mastery on those tests should be ch.cked up on the same day, rather than
allowed to dr?g along until the end of Section A. A test of the tyre that
•t
can be exchanged by pupils for correction and rating will enarle the
teacher to take measures, such as assigning extra drill maierial or re-
quiring after-school a ttenornce , on the sane day. Txtra pr."sure to rein-
force the terch r in this respect will be proviaed by a sys*em of . id-
period Disapproval Ords rhich -ill be sent home.
By includinr a cumulative feature In there daily tests, teschers n.ay
save themselves a large proportion of burdensome paper work. If these
tests are cumulative so that they also sample th^ beaming of the past few
days, the pupil who passes thera may cancel previous failures or receive
credit for work missed by absence, thus reducing the quizzing of individual
pupils to a minimum.
4. The marking system.
Naturally the percentage marking system or any system of letters
based t . .reon is not adrnted to this idea of teaching Th:ch is bared on
mrstery rather than passing grade. The percentage system, moreover,
ignores the mastery of true units of learning and focuses its attention on
pupil's performance of assigned tasks.
In considering marking systems, it is necessary to distinguish clearly
between "learning activity" and achievement. The material product of a
student's learning h^s little or no direct value; rather the doing of
learning exercises is merely a means to an end,—vhich is the educnt: n of
the stident. The outcomes of the learning process are subjective, consist-
ing of habits, knowledge, and general patterns of conduct, "e can know the
students' abilities only through their conduct or performance. L'astery
focuses cttention upon the outcomes of learning activity rather than on
the doing of l:arning exercises.
•1
Many teachart have kept elaborate records of student performances which
show the numb3r of exercise? completed by each student, and estirrrtes
''usually in %) the quality of the performance. ouch records may be con-
venient, but they tend to ^lace the emphasis where it should not be— on the
mat3rial product. A record of "ability io do" would be iruch more sig-
nif icant.
As the marking system must be so essentially different to fit this
conception, the use of letters entirely different from the conventional form
should be adopted. It has seemed advisable for the first years of our
experiment, however, to use symbols with which the pupils and public "re
familiar; the significance of these letters is entirely different, however,
as will be seen from the following list:
Mastery plus interest
plus ? elf-depanuence _A credit for research work
Mastery plus interest
_B credit for supplementary work
Mastery
_C passed 1st Minimum Essentials test
Mastery, after review 1 passed 2nd Minimum Essentials test
No mastery, good effort
_D credit for daily assignments
No mastery, poor affort _S daily assignments not prepared
In marking the permanent record an< report cards, a mark for aach unit
coi.plated to date is entered opposite; the subject line in the column for the
period.
duality must not be sacrificed for quantity: all work to be credited
must indicate mastery on the level da.^ired.
With this system of reteaching on the minimum essentials, none but the
serious problem cases need fail.

D) DETAILS OF PROCE00PE
The next two pares consist of forms riving detailed instructions for
the preparation of the assignments.
1. If. S. H. S. Ob jective-Assirnmant form.
2. Steps in making the Ob jective-Assignmsnt.

1) WELLESLBY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ASSIGNMENT FORI!
ASSIGNMENT from to 193 .
Subject: No. days:
Instructors
General '.nopic:
General Objective:
Section A: Minimum Essentials. No. days:
Conference 1 (1 conference—one class meeting)
Immediate objectives to be attained ( the end)
Ability to:
1. Distinguish between powers givsn state? and those given the
nati on.
2, 3, etc. (other specific habits, knowledges, general patterns of
conduct)
Learning exercises to be done as a me'ns of attaining the immediate
objectives.
1. From Section 4 of the United States Constitution, make a table
with two headings "State'1 and "U.S." lis+ing the powers granted
each. Be prepared to explain all the terms used.
(The learning exercises should be closely related to the objectives
listed rbove, if possible numbered to correspond. They should indicate what
the student is to jio, rath:r than what he is to leam. The best way to
secure motive is by setting definite objectives and formulating definite
lerrning exercises. The learning exercises are to be numbered corresponding
to the various conferences. For instance in a unit wh^ ch has a time
allowance of six -reeks, about 22 conferences should be allowed. The 23rd
conference would be occupiad with the test for mastery. Those irho show
mastery may then proceed to Section B; the others to Section C^.
Section B: Supplementary. No. days:
A sufficient number of supplementary studies, applications, activities
or projects should be listed here to provide material enough to keep the
p.ost ambitious student in the group busy during the remainder of the time.
Some c/.oice should be allowed. The assignment^ should be sufficiently com-
plete so that the work may be largely self-directi
v
j while the teacher
devotes most of her time to students in Section C.
Section C: Review. No. days:
The exercises here provide for a review of Section A, but by new exer-
cises. Confer nces ?4-39 should normally be devoted to these assicnments.
Conference 30 would be the second mastery test. As much of this work must
be individually diagnosed from the results of Section A, a general stata-
ni3nt here will suffice.
4
2) STEPS IN MARINO THE OBJECTIVE-ASSIGNMENT
A. Suggested steps in preparation.
1. Familiarize yourself with sample assignments on file in the office.
2. Have clearly in mind the objectives of:
a. Education as a whole (Bobbitt)
b. Secondary education (Cardinal principles)
c. Tour particular sublets (Bobbitt)
3. After consultinr the School Calendar :'or the coming year, divide
your subjects into teaching units. (See Morrison .or unit organization in
different subjects). Decide upon time allo^-mce for each unit.
4. Of the total time allowance set aside about 2/3 for instruction
in the Minimum Essentials.
5. Under Part A of the Assignment Form, list the class conferences
by number. State a specific objective (or aim) for each conference in the
form of "'ability to
6. Make a definite assignment for each conference designed to develop
the abilities stated and based on things to do ("pupil activity), rather
than a page assignment.
7. prepare Part B, the section of supplementary work, for pupils who
pass test on Part A. Directions should be sufficiently complete so that
the pupils can work with little supervision.
8. Prepare Part C, the section of revie- exercises, for those who
have f riled test on Part A and need reteaching. (Objectives need not be
stated under either Part B or C.)
B. Class Technique. (May vary with different subjects.)
1. Collection of exercises assigned as homework.
2. Discussion of the topic for the day.
3. Power test on assignment for the day to discover the extent to
which the ability has been mastered.
4. The assignment-clear and c.efinite with reference to Assicnment
Notebook.
5. Directed study—may include group development, individual super-
vision, etc. to clarify and give start on the exercises.

S) ADVANTAftES TO BE DERIVED FROM THE USE OF "HIS FLAN
The following advantages seem to be derived from the application of
this plan:
1. It provides a semi-individual instruction adapting the work to all
members of the clasp rather than only the average pupil--a system possible
of use under ?ctual public school conditions.
a) the bright pupils are encouraged to work nearer to capacity .
b) remedial work is offered to the poor students, so that they do not
procaed with half-learning.
2. The standard of scholarship is raised by the requirement of mastery on
a definite job.
a) review sections become smaller because pupils realize that they
must do the work sooner or later.
b) effort may create interest, and interest once created results in
the dev.lopment of habits of intellectual activity.
3. It overcomes the inertia of tradition and brings instruct' on in line
with the present accepted objectives of education.
4. It compels better lesson planning for this must be done in advance by
the teacher.
5. It provides a definite coirse of study:
a) the guides and 8 ssicnments are available for absent pupils, and
for pupils who desire to do summer review.
S. It enables the substitute teacher to fit into the school easily, as the
work is definitely planned in detail.
7. It arsists the correlation between departments, as each teacher may be
supplied with Assignment Sheets which indicate in detail the abilities that
•«
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other teachers are attempting to create in p mils of her sections*
8. It removes most of the handicaps due to short memory span, and
eliminates "'he excuse of pupils that they "did not know what the alignment
was".
9. The unit is a "learning unit" rather than a "time unit* as is used in
other plans, ana even in schools using regular marking p.riods.
10. It enables the principal or superviror to control the instruct; on in
the school more effectively, as he must O.K. the subject-matter and methods
outlined in the Assignments that come to his desk for approval before they
are mimeographed.

F) DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE PLAN
From the previous discussion of the Ob jective-Assignment technioue,
it will be obvious that many features are drawn, both with and without
modification, from other so-called "Plans" previously described. It has
seemed wire to use such techniques as had possibilities of helpfullness in
meeting the problems involved in o ir situation, coupled *vith some devices
of more original nature to complete the technique. This the Objective-
Assignment technique has been devised to meet the local situation. It
includes features of other techniques, but is essentially different in tone
from any other about which we have had information.
The definite assignment is common to many techniques. It is used as
a "contract" in the Dalton Plan; many schools have adopted only this phase
of that plan. It has been used in the school at New Britain, Sc:rsdale,
Bronxville , and countless others in which the instruction is organized on
the unit basis. The form used in !*/elleslay is, however, more elaborate,
more definite, and more carefully planned than in these other schools.
The mastery requirement has bien adopted from the L'orrison Plan. It
seems to be a fundamental conception in any teaching technique.
In many of the schools which have adopted plans characterized by the
unit assignment, provision has been made for differentiated assignments.
The usual practice is to set up the Minimum Essentials, Supplementary, ; nd
Sxtra-Credit assignments, the passing of which in the order named earns
marks of C, B, and A. TFellesley has, however, followed the Scarsdale
arrangement by dividing the assignment into Minimum Essentials, Review,
and Supplementary sections, because this arrangement makes it possible to
carry out the mastery principle more thoroughly by the organization of a
•t
•
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Review group of those pupils who have not demonstrated mastery by the time
the Minimum Essentials section is completed.
The objective basis of the assignment is our distinctive contribution
to the plan. Much ..as been said about the objectives of secondary education
in the reports of various national committees and by leaders in education,
but relatively little has been done in the schools to organize instruction
and select subject-matter to directly attain valid objectives. This
feature of the plan makes it necessary for each teacher to definitely set
up the objectives to be attained, and consciously direct instruction, not
only by the year but also by the unit and the daily assignment, to attain
these objectives. Experience in "'ellesley Fenior High Fchool with the
application of this plan has shown 4 hat the other three features may be
easily put into practice, but the ascertaining of valid objectives opens
up a field for faculty research that may easily involve the professional
energies of the faculty for some years to come. It is hoped that such a
process will result in the professional improvement of each member of the
faculty, anu also the complete reorganization of the curricula rnd the
Program of Studies. As an instrument of supervision, when this term is
conceived in its larger sense, it possesses exceptional possibilities*
•i
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A) PRELIMINARY STATSfflflT
The final phase of this study naturally is an attempt to cornprre
objectively tne results achieved by the application of the procedures in-
dicated under the description of the Ob iective-Assignment Plan with those
achieved by the traditional recitation method, in order to decide whether
or not the Plan has any of the inherent values claimed. The achi3vement
made by any group of pupils on a given unit of rork may be affected by
four factors: (a) the native ability of the pupils (b) the knowledge
already possessed by the group on the particular unit to be onsidered
( c) the teaching technique employed in their instruction, and 'd) the
ability of t'ru instructor in applying this technique.
In the two experiments described below, an attempt has been made to
neutralize three of there four factors. Leaving only one variable to affi
the final achieviment of the group. Two divisions in eacr. of t- o subject
hav^ been selected and equalized on the basil on native ability or intel-
ligence. The same instructor has baen assigned to handle both divisions;
the knowledge already possessed by the ^rojp has be^n measured by a pre-
test, thus leaving only one factor—the teaching method employed as a
variable.
One of the groups har been taught on the basis of the Obiective-
Assignrnent technique, the other group bj the ricitation method. The unit
to be covered is the same for both groups; the increase in knowledge is
measured by the final test as compared to the preview test. The results
of t:is comparison should therefore indicate which of the two procedures
11
Si>
has been the i.ore effective in the tre'-tment of that unit. The "recitation
method" indicated for comparison with the Ob jective-ZsEignment doe? not
refer to the traditional procedure of "as? i gnment-orrl recitation"
exclusively , but to such class procedure 31, ploying refinementr of ^his
technique as have been made by e xeeptionally able teachers in modern
schools. Both teachers Tore of th; s latter type and conducted their classes
in an exceptionally able mann.r before the application of the new -lan.
Their teaching procedure, as with all teachers in the school, considered
the class as a group; daily assignments were made from day to day, and no
definite provisions were made for individual differences in ability. Both
of there teachers hrd one semester' s experience in the use of the
Objective-Assignment Plan before the ^tart of t ; i s experiment* Observation
of their work durine the progress of the e: reriment indicated that they
proceeded with it seriously and applied both plans to the separate classes
with no partiality, but were unprejudiced and -velcomed an opportunity to
compare the results of the two procedures scientifically.

b) mns plans oBoyErinr bxpbrimbmt
1- The First Unit
a) The Divisions
Table 1
I.Q.'s and Individual Scores for the Pret2sts and Final Tests for Unit 1 of
the Plane Geometry Experiment.
(Obj-Assign) (Recitation)
I.Q. Division A Tests Division E Tes ts
ft #2 H #2
122 H. Ma cMa hon 16 52 C. Hunter 31 48
118 B. Drake 29 52 H. Adams 27 42
117 J. Riley 27 49 R. Garland 27 36
116 J. Eastman 29 53 R. Matthews 45 68
116 R. Monahan 25 68 D. Campbell 37 63
115 W. E? stabrooks 18 50 A. Wilson 23 43
114 c. Abrahams 34 42 B. Cunnif
f
23 42
112 K. Seagrave 26 56 R. Barr 13 36
110 C. He rrman 43 83 M. Ksylor 18 26
109 c. L. Watson 26 51 P. Hoyt 19 42
109 R. Rocktashel 19 44 V. Cook 31 47
108 R. Ferioli 15 48 D. Slingerland 16 34
107 J. Randall 23 48 V. Foeley 24 45
105 P. Harding 22 49 P. Allen 21 31
104 G. Perkins 22 57 R. Smyth 12 28
The median I.Q. of both divisions is 112, representing, as will be
seen, superior divisions of sophomores in the colljge preparatory
curriculum. The pupils have been matched pjpil for pupil, on the basis of
I.Q.'s secured during the current year from Terman '"-roup Intelligence Tes'ts.
b) The ^ests
The tests used were #20, 22, 26 in the Bishop-Irwin Instructional Tests
in Plane Geometry published by the '"orld Book Company,
Test #20 is entitled: General Information Relating. to Circles, and is
a true-false test comprising forty statements. It is scored by subtracting
the number of incorrect responses from the number of correct, allowing for
the fifty-fifty chance of ruessing. Test #82 is Angle Measurement, in-
•r
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eluding sixteen short-answer questions. Test #26 is Proportional "ines,
including twenty completion type questions. The total possible score rill
thus be seen to be seventy-six.
c) The Testing
These tests were piven at the start of the unit before any work •'as
undertaken on the unit. They were given to both divisions on the same day,
with the same time allowance, and without any advance announcement. One
division (Div. A) was then conducted by the Ob jective-Assirnment method,
while the other ^Div.B) was conducted over the same period of time by the
usual recitation method that the teacher had used prior to the introd jc^ion
of the Objective-Assignment Method in the school. At the conclusion of the
time allotted to the units, the pupils were arain given the same tests
(#20, 22, 26) that wore used as a pretest. The other variables all being
largely controlled, the improvement in the achievements of the divisions
between the first and second tests would therefore be a measure of the
effectiveness of the teaching method used.
d) The Results
The results of these tests are (riven under the headings Test #L and
Test #2 in the table on the preceding page.
Applying statistical treatment to these distributions, the following
table may be assembled:
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Table 2
Comparison of results for Divisions A and B in the first Plane Geometry Unit.
Results Div. A Div. B
Test 1 LI. A.
D.
S.D.(dis)
S. D. (av)
S.D.(diff)
Tost 2 If. A.
D.
S.D. (dis)
S.D. (av)
S.D.(diff
)
25.0
0.5
6.9
1.8
2.8
52.0
10.0
6.5
1.7
3.4
24.5
8.5
2.2
42.0
11.2
2.9
In figuring the above table, the following formulae were used:
S. D. (dig) equals the square root of the rum of the deviations squared
divided by the number of cases*
S.D. (av) equals the S.D. ''dis) divided by the square root of the number
of cafes. 2
S. D. (dif f
)
equals the square root of the sum of the squares of S.D.
(av 1) and S.D. (av 2). 3
Reliability equals D f difference in averages) divided by the S.D.
(diff). 4
This last formula r„ally supplier figures upon which we can base con-
clusions. "It is usually customary to take a quotient of 3 as indicative
of complete reliability, since -36 includes practically all the cares in the
'distribution of differences' below the mean. A quotient grerter than 3 is
5to be taken as indicating jur-t so much added reliability.''
In other words (a) if the difference in averager is lers than three
times as arge as the standard error of the difference it does r.ot i dicate
a reliable significance; (b) if it is three times as large (or r.orel it does
indicate a true or significrnt difference.
1 Harrett, H. 5. Statistics in Psychology and Education
—
r on' mans r en,
1932, Pg. 62-53.
2 Ibid, Fg. 145
3 Ibid, Pg. 146
4 Ibid, Pg. 133 5 Ibid, Pg. 133

Applying formula for Reliability riven above is find a quotient of only
0.18 for Test 1, while Test 2 gives a quotient of 2.94. This indicates that
no significant difference existed between the two divisions on the pretest,
but the final test showed a reliable difference.
Tie may conclude, therefore, thrt no true significance existed bet-een
the divisions at the start of the unit; the existence of a significant
difference on the final test must then be credited to the teaching method
and not to chance.
2- The Effect of Reversing Divisions for Unit 2.
To positively answer the question that mieht arise as to whether the
superior results achieved by the Ob jective-Assifrnment division mierht
possibly be due to the superior mental ability of the pupils in that
division, in spite of the attempt to balance these divisions on that basis,
the second part of the experiment -as undertaken.
The teaching method '.ras reversed for the two divisions; Division A
which was taught by the Objective-Assignment for the first unit was now
taught by the recitation method for the second unit, and vice, versa, with
the same plan of pretests and final tests.
The tests used for Unit 2 were Tests #27 "Problems on Similar Triangles"
and Test #28 "Similar Polygons" :n Bishop and Irwin "Instructional ^ests in
Plane Geometry" publirhed by the "'orld Book Company.
J
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The rot-ults are Riven below:
Table 3
Individual Scorer for the Pretests and Final Tssts for Unit 2 of the Fl?ne
Geometry Experiment*
Division A Division B
(Recitation) (Obj-Assign)
Pre Final Pre Final
H. I'acUahon 23 56 C. Hunter 29 61
B. Drake 24 57 H. Adams 23 53
J. Riley 22 43 R. Garland 29 64
J. Eastman 23 39 R. Matthews 33 65
R. L'onahan 36 60 D. Campbell 13 62
L. Gil son 22 62 A. ^ilson 27 61
A. Abraham 30 47 B. Cunnif
f
35 61
K. Seagrave 28 51 • Barr 32 53
J. Randall 22 62 Keylor 26 51
C. Herrman 22 54 P. Hoyt 17 o2
R. Kiiiinach 24 51 V. Cook 32 58
R. RocktaFhel 31 51 P. Cranmer 34 65
R. Ferioli 32 53 V. Foeley 31 58
P. Harding 25 54 p. All en 32 45
G. Perkins 34 60 R. Harmon 17 57
Table 4
Comparison of Results for Divisions A and B on the Second rlane Geometry
Unit.
Results Pi v . A Div. B
Test 1 II. A. 26.6 27.4
D. - 0.8
S.D.(dis) 4.9 6.4
S.D.(av) 1.26 1.64
S.D.(diff) - 2.1
Test 2 If. A. 53.3 57.7
D. - 4.3
S.D.(dis) 6.5 4.7
S.D.(av) 1.66 1.2
S.D.(diff) - 2.1

Applying the reliability formula, we find th"t it yields for the pretest
(ffL) a quotient of 0.4 in fnvor of the Objective-Assignment division ^Div. B\
and for the final test a quotient of 2.0 in favor of the .c ame division*
While the latter quotient is not sufficiently large to indicate a true
significance, it does indicate that in 98/100 chances a true difference
greater than z^ro will be found to exist in the divisions.^- The first
quotient of 0.4 shows only G5/100 chances of this difference,^ so that the
experiment shows that the probability of the existence of a significant
difference between the divisions has been increased by the teaching rethod.
It is significant to note that the division that achieved most in t is unit
is Division B which was taught by ths Objective-Assignment, whereas in the
first unit it "-as Division A which was also taught by that method at that
time.
The ^eomatry experiment therefore seems to prove th?t the division
which is taught by the Objective-Assignment method shows the highest results.
It is the method and not the division which is responsible for the high
attainments.
1 Table XIV, Pg. 134—Garrett "Statistics in Psychology and iducrtion"
—
Longmans, 1932.
2 Ibid, Pg. 134.
4
c) mHE k:od' ;:pn history BXPERIMHWf
The Modern History experiment was conducted in exactly the same manner
as the Plane "eometry experiment, except that a different subject, different
teacher, and different pupils were involved. History as selected because
of the desirability of having the second experiment bared on an entirely
different type of subject than Plane Geometry.
1- mhe First Unit
a) The Divisions
Table V
The Balancing of Pupils in Divisions A and B of the Modern History
Experiment, and Re suit a for Unit 1.
Division A Te sts Division B Tests
I.Q. (Recitation) Pre Final (Ob j- Assign) Pre Final
114 H. Harri s 25 45 E. Skahill 21 44
109 R. Cranmer 22 40 K. Stevens 15 50
103 M. Jenks 11 30 S. Ellis 16 48
100 F. Evans 8 41 R. Hamilton 10 38
96 S. Anderson 1 33 A. Conant 13 40
96 A. Carroll 26 A. McCourt 14 43
95 G. Lee 19 42 D. Holder 18 42
94 P. Monahan 14 36 L. Macomber 9 42
94 0. Lincoln 5 36 •A* Day 12 33
94 P. Proctor 6 35 E. McBee 11 36
94 S. Daly 5 28 M. Fowler 19 38
93 T. Meagher -1 18 J. Rogers 16 38
90 W, Blackler 16 29 W. Boyd 12 40
90 A. McCarthy 9 32 3. Mac Bey 13 41
88 J. Tyman 19 35 A. P.oper 5 42
85 U. Pal t ri ne ri 15 32 M. Stone 14 38
85 J. 0' Connor -1 31 C. Earkas 9 38
84 K. Tangerini 30 D. Chick 8 38
84 B. G-arron 8 33 E. Mc-urrin 2 50
80 C. Salvi 2 33 H. Burge 13 38
78 J. Sellers 2 20 N. Meloni 11 42
103 u. Stewart 14 28 L. Hanna 2 29
•<
The median I.Q. of both divisions is 94, repr 3 renting average divisions
of juniors in the Academic and Business curricula. The divisions h'.ve b,en
matched, pupil for pupil, on the basis of I.Q.'s secured one year ago.
b) The Tests and The Testing
As it was impossible to secur. r 4 ^ndard tests suitable for measuring
the achievements of the pupils on the particular unit of work covered by
this experiment, objective tests were devised by the subject tecchar for
use as both pretests and final tests. Copies of these tests are included in
the Appendix.
c) The Results
The result? of these tests are included under the headings Pre and
Pinal tests in the table on the praceding pacre. The application of
statistical treatment to these gives the following table:
Table VI
Comparison of Results for Divisions A and B in the first k'od.rn History
Unit.
Results Div. A Pi v. B
Test 1 M. A. 9.5 12.1
D. - 2.6
S.P.(dis) 7.7 4.4
S.D.(av) 1.6 0.9
S.D.(diif) - 1.8
Test 2 U.A. 32.4 40.4
D. - 8.0
S.D.(dis) 6.1 4.4
S.D.(av) 1.3 0.9
S.D.(diff) - 1.6
Applying the reliability formula we get a quotient of 1.4 for the
pretest, which, being 'ess than 3, indicates the lack of a significmt
difference between the divisions at the st^rt of the unit.
However, the quotient obtained from the results of the final test

I_
(8.0/1.6) is exactly 3, and is thus sufficiently large to indicate, at the
end of the unit, a sirnificant difference in the divirions, and in fa. or of
Division B which was taueht by the Objective-Assignment method.
2- The Reversal of Divisions for Unit 2
As in the Plane ~eomjtry divirions, the experiment was continued for
a second unit with the divisions reversed; Division A, previously taught
by the recitation i..ethod #ai now taught by the Ob jective-As i ignment , end
vice versa.
The tests were constructed by the teacher 4 o fit the unit in the MM
manner as for the first part of the experiment. As in Unit 1, and as in
both units of the Plane '-eometry experiment the same material was covered
in both divisions—one by the Objective-Assignment, the other by the
recitation method.
The results obtained are listed in the table on the folio- ng page.
I.
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Table VII
Individual Scor s for the Preterts and Final Test! for Unit 2 of the Modem
History Experiment.
i
Division A Te st s Division B Te rti
(Ob j- A? sign) Pre Final (Recitation) Pre Final
H. Harris ft A A 134 41 E. Skahill 24 60
R. Cranmer 32 67 K. Stevens 53 53
M. Jenks 11 i n11 17 E. Ellis 13 29
M. Stewart 32 43 L. Planna 12 54
F. Evans 1 f 41 R. Hamilton 28 31
S. Anderson R IBo lo A. Conant 17 32
A. Carroll 22 38 A. McCourt 19 26
Oh Lee y lo D. Holder 8 25
P. Monahan O 10 L. Macomber 6 24
rjI'. lu. nc oxn 13 34 A. Day 13 40
P. Proctor E. McBee 11 7
r • Paly 10 21 M. Fowler 23 31
T. Wear her 4 17 J. Rogers 26 31
W. Blacklar 20 47 w. coya 15 32
A. McCarthy 10 30 E. MacBey 1 17
J. Tyman 9 31 A. Roper 34 56
M. Paltrin =ri 10 20 Um Stone 7 11
J. 0' Connor 8 10 C. Barkas 3 12
K. Tangerini 9 15 D. Chick 9 38
C. Thayer 13 20 E. McCurrin 19 33
C. Salvi 4 9 H. Eurge 1 15
I. Sellers 10 7 N. Meloni 8 38
In Division A, one change was necessr.ry during this e^psriment; C.
Thayer was sub stituted in this division in place of B. n arron who had left
school.
Table VIII
Comparison of Re suit s for Divi sions A and B on the Second Unit of the
Modern History Bzpe riment.
Re suits Div. A Div. B
Test 1 II. A. 13.7 15.1
D. 1.4
S.D.(dis) 8.3 11.7
S. D. (av) 1.7 2.4
>
S.D.(diff) 2.9
Test 2 II. A. 26.8 31.6
D. 4.8
S.D. ( dis) 14.4 15.5
S.D. (av) 2.9 3.2
S.D.(diff) 4.3
i
In this case the reliability formula yields a ouotient of 0.49 for the
pretest in favor of the recitation proup ^Div. ; and for 4 he final test a
quotient of 1.11 in fa 1, or of the same division.
The fipures as obtained apparently indicate improvement in the
recitation division r'.c compared to the objective-assignment. It may be
noted, nowever, that the quotient of 0.49 on the pretest has bjen increased
only 0.63 to 1.11, or on the basis of chances : rom 69 to 66 in XOO of their
being a true difference between the divisions; the increase is only 17
chances in 100 or insufficient from which to drrw any conclusions.
The second part of the experiment, therefore, Seems to be inconclusive
and to furnish no usable results.

PART FIVE
GEHERAL SDIAIART OF RflfiULTS
The complete summarized dr.ta for groups using the Objective-Assignment
and Recitation methods are i;iven in Table IX.
In each of the pretests no significant difference wrs obtained. T is
would indicate that the divisions -<ere well balanced on the bssis of native
ability and knowlsdge of the unit to be considered.
In three out of the four final tej ts, the group of pupils taught by
the Ob jective-.' ssignment mjthod •'•as superior. In two cases (the first
Geometry, and the first History experiment) the differences i re statis-
tically significant. In the second Geometry experim.nt, the cuotient was
increased from 0.42 to 2.00 or irorn 65 to 58 chances in 100 of indicating
a true difference. This increase of 33 hances in 100, although not
sufficiently large to be statistically significant, becomes significant
when considered with the other results rs showing a general trend.
Three of the four experiments, then, chow that the divisions taucht by
the Objective-Assignment method produced better results. The fourth
experiment (the second History experiment') produced negative results, as
described on the previous p?ge, but insufficiently large to be significant
either statistically or logically. The apparent small increase in achieve-
ment of the recitation division in tiis c?.se may be cttributed f.s justly
to errors in measurement as to superiority of one method over the other*
In the opinion of the writer, the results of this part of the experiment
are not sufficiently significant to challenge in any way the general con-
clusion derived from the other three parts.
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The finding of these studiss seems to afford fairly good evidence of
the value of the Objective-Assignment technique in securing hirh?r achieve-
ment by pupils in the subjects considered. The results supply some
justification for the changes th'. t have been '.rorked out, and offer
confirmation of faith in this technique. They also afford those adminis-
trators who may be favorably inclined toward sir.ilar methods substantial
reasons for continuing their exp-jri: .onts.
Finis
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Assignment SH Jan.
School Subject: Geometry
Instructor: Mr. W. S. Adams
General Topic:
General Object: Circles--Their Lines and Angles
Areas and Proportions
Section A. Minimum Essentials (25 days)
Conference I
Objective: Ability to grasp the ideas of a tangent.
Assignment: A line to a radius at its cuter extremity, p , I'7
Definition (p. 139)
Further interpretations jfp. 140)
Expansion of the ideas (p. 141)
Conference II
Objective: Ability to apply previous mastery to propositions
like the sample.
Assignment: The sample (p. 142)
Originals {p. 143) Do at least three.
Conference III
Objective: Ability to further mas ter definitions anc1 facts en
tangents
.
Assignment: Definitions, corollaries re. p. 143,4,5.
Conference IV
Objective: Mastery of facts about common tangents.
Assignment: Make sketches per directions en p. 145,6.
Orals 146,
Conference V
Objective: Ability to use circles and angles in combination.
Assignment: (p. 147) Determine the circle.
(p. 148) Circles and tangents and chords (examples
(p. 149) Original work to see if ycu can make tlie
proof unaided. Do at least three. Write
out
.
Conference VI
Objective: Ability to use the angle formed bj chords in varioi
phases
.
Assignment: Inscribed angle (p. 149) (p. 150) (p. 151)
Conference VII
J
Objective: Abilit., to apply facts of inscribed angles to var-
ious forms of geometric figures.
Assignment: Review p. 151 making sure that you knew bj heart
"verbation" everything in italics. Memorize al]
in italics and heavy type on the next page.
Formal examples tc be written out on page 152.--
numbers 1, 4, 5, 0, 8, 9, 10. Do at least three.
Conference VIII Up to here, you have mastered in connection with
circles
a) angles formed by tangent and radius
b ) " " tangents
c) " " " chords with the vertex on the circumference
d) " " " tangents and chords.
K * \ * *> -v. \ K
c
(
I
-2-
(e) Now you lake a variation of this Last one («*•)-<»«» vertex is inside the
c i rc 1 e
.
Object; Ability to apply the "angle" formed by two chords intersecting within
the oir-' >*> to different combinations of geometric figure e already
mastered.
Assignment : /-Algebraic tsolution—la
Write out | Inscribed cuadrilateial and intersecting chords—
2
at least ^Ratio— 7 ^ P-
#1 and #2. (.Inscribed triangle—
8
Conference IX. You now add one .lore to your list--the intersection ocoun
outside the circle and may be caused by two secants- two t .. .
or by one of each,
Object: Ability to solve and to make formal proofs of propositions './her.
the intersection of the lines is outside the circlc-
Arsignment: Master thw example on p. 155 and a^ply your knowlftigc to cr
155, 6.
Do the al cbraic solution jfl
the case where tangents are-*- "2.
-- the " " one part is missing #3a, #3d.
— the " " ratio is inv jived #7.
Write out fully at least two.
Conference X.
Object; 1
Assignment
Ability to describe the family of intersecting lines, and th .
ch racteristics of each. 2. Also ability to apply parall'J iir.-'
to a cii'do. c
The fa lily of theorems S 231. Learn the example^ 232.
Apply facts to exercises at bottom of page 158;
//l the trapezoid
,,r- j i > Write out one.
,,.5 the common .rc. (
Conference XI.
Object: Review and drill.
As signment : Everything in italics fro., p age 138 to 152.
Ability to draw the figures that apply to same, and to tell the
vital steps in the proofs of s me. Ability to pick out th
portant steps in various forms of original familiar figures.
Conference XII.
Object; Ability to su^ari^e i..cts of circle uinstered so far*
Assignment: You may write your own summary or make us^ of the one on p. 153.
Part of this lesson to be a quiz.
Here you enter a chapter that will cause you all kinds of trouble if you neglect
a sin6 le lesson. This is perhaps your uost difficult section.
Conference XIII.
Object.- Abilit to interpret the meaning of areas and proportions.
Assignment; Pa6 o 167 airfice of areas rectangles.
166 (Orals)
170 Ratios (Memorize all in italics)
Application of these facts
page 171
ir2\ "'rite out at least
two.
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Confcrence XIV.
Object; Ability to demonstrate a proof for the area of
triangle, and r tios involved in triangles.
Assignment: Area cf a rt. fe^ p. 171.
" any rt. Z\ p. 172.
Corollaries on same p. 172, 3.
rt, triangle, any
Conference XV. (Review yesterday's lesson)
Object: Ability to apply facts of previous conference to specific problcaiSr
This lesson carries ov^r into your algebra of next ye..r, l'ou will
do well to got it, now.)
Assignment: Page 173, 1, 2, 3, 4. Write out at least three of the four.
Page 199 //5a\
-,j-6 Optional. If your time allows.
198 #la >
#2a
Conference X/I. .
Object: Ability to find areas of parallelograms under various conditions.
Assignment: Master the proof and facts on area of a parallelogram and ratios
of s i.;e on p. 174. Memorize all in italics.
On page. 175.
§2 Write out at least two,
#4 I
i)
Conference XVII. • : ?7 ~*
.
... *
*
Object; Ability to master and to apply facts on area of a trapezoid to orig-
inal problems.
Assignment: Area of a trapezoid p. 176 (Corollary also) (Also correlation
of area formulas) Page 177 §t\
#3(.Write out.
Conference XVIII.
Objective: Ability to solve relations in triangles, involving ratios (to
establish such facts as are apt to come up in next year's algebra)
Assignment; Triangles with equal bases or altitudes. Section 260.
Examples p. 178 #1
#3 1 Write out at
#4 f least two.
Conference XIX.
Objective Ability to compare triangles when two sides and the included angle
of each are known, and to apply the knowledge to original work,
assignment: Proposition (p. 179) that establishes the fact, and #*£ 1, 3, 4,
on p. 180 for application.
(Learn Tool XX, memorize it).

~4-
Conference XX.
Objective: Ability to use two equal ratios in various ways, ,md to solve
equations, with one of the tunas of the ratios unknown.
Assignment: Proportion sections 263, 264, 265, Memorize italic?; of 266, 7,
8, 9, 70. (Do not feel obliged to do the proofs: We will work
these out in cl"..c s.
Conference XXI.
Objective: Ability to apply various known of a proportion to exam
Assignment: Examples p. 185..
Conforencd IX and XXI carry over Into next year's work. You will do well tc
under st ~.nd them.
Conference >IXII«
Objective: Ability to manipulate the ratios of a proportion in certain
known ways.
Assignment : Alternation, universion p. 187.
Addition, subtraction p. 188.
Examples involving same p. 189. (Do not hesit .te to put figiu >e
in place of the letters if it makes it easier for you.)
Conference XXIII.
Objective: Ability to apply proportion to lines, sides of trianglus, par-
allel lines.
Assignment: Line Segment, section 278.
Triangle Segments, /'Suction 279.\* 280.
Transversal Segment s,~T" 281.
1 282.
Conforono.f XXIV.
Objective: Ability to apply proportion to segments of sides of a triangle,
in another way.
Assignment; Rule, section 283, Where the proportionality shows . relation
in the triongle^S 284.
Conference XXV.
Objective: Ability tn divide a line so that the relation of
->nc part to
the other will be the samo is the reliction between the distances
from a point outside to the two extremities of the line.
Assignment: Harmonic divisioncS 234
as ap lied to Part I of harmonic division S 28o
triangles Part II » » s 286
» 28 7
" « 288
Conference XXVI. Day 1. Supplement .ry.
Objective:
-bility to d> original work on tangents,
..ssignnont ; Examples 25-30 on pr.ge 161.
Conference XXVII. Day 2.
Objective: .bility to apply facts of inscribed angles to original proposi-
tions.
Assignment: Page 162 #36-45. Do at least three.

V90
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Conference XXVIII, Day 3.
Objective.: Ability to decide yourself kinds of an6 los, lin^s, figures invol-
ved and .uake thu solution,
Assignment: Eyamploa 1, 3, 5, 7. p. 165 r
Conference XXIX. Day 4.
Objective: Continuation of Day 3.
.^ssign.uont : 10, 12, 15, IV, on p. 166,
Conference XXX, Test.
"C". SECTION. REVIEW.
Conference XXVI. Day 1.
Objective: Ability to use tangents in formal proofs.
Assignment: Pages 138, 140, 141, 142.
Conference XXVII. Day 2.
Objective: Ability to aake proofs involving angles fanned by tangent ana
chord, two chords, two secants, two tangents.
Assignment: Sections 219, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230.
Conference XXVIII. Day 3.
Objective: Ability to use arc. as in various geometric figures.
Assignment; Sections 235, 237, 8, S, 240, 241,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 50
253, 4, 5, 6.
Conference XXIX. Day 4.
Objective: Ability to give the most ii.iportc.nt facts on proportion.
Assignment; Sections 266, 7, 8, 9, 70, 272, 3, 4, 5.
Conference XXX. Test.
A
Nf
Page 36 Instructional Tests in Plane Geometry
TEST 20. GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO CIRCLES
Directions. Some of the following statements are true and some are not
true. In the parentheses after eac h statement write the letter T if it is always
true. But if the statement is not always true, write the letter N in the paren-
theses after it. You may make diagrams in the margin if it will help you to
answer the questions.
1. The circumference of a circle is the distance around the circle ( ) i
2. In the same circle or in equal circles, if two chords are unequal, the
shorter one is nearer the center ( ) 2
3. A diameter is the longest chord of a circle ( ) 3
4. In the same circle or in equal circles, if two chords are equal, they
cut off equal minor or major arcs (
5. A diameter perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord and the arcs deter-
mined by the chord ( ) 5
6. If the circumference of a circle is divided into eight equal parts, each
arc contains 22^ degrees ( ) e
7. If two circles are tangent, they intersect ( )7
8. The bisector of a central angle bisects the intercepted arc ( ) 8
9. If two circles intersect each other, the straight line through their centers
is the perpendicular bisector of their common chord ( ) 9
10. If two triangles are inscribed in the same circle, they are congruent . . . . ( ) 10
11. A perpendicular to a tangent of a circle at its point of contact passes
through the center of the circle ( ) n
12. If two chords of a circle are parallel, the line passing through the mid-
points of these chords passes through the center of the circle ( ) 12
13. A tangent and a secant to a circle intercept equal arcs on it ( ) 13
14. Tangents to a circle from the same external point are equal ( ) u
15. If two circles are tangent to each other externally, their line of center-
passes through their point of contact ( ) 15
16. The straight line joining the points of contact of two parallel tangents to
a given circle is a diameter ( ) i&
17. If a square and an equilateral triangle are inscribed in a circle, the sides
of the square are nearer the center of the circle than are the sides of the
triangle ( )i7
18. The line joining the centers of two tangent circles is equal to the sum of
their diameters ( ) is
19. A diameter which bisects any chord, except another diameter, is perpen-
dicular to it ( ) ia
Test 20 is continued on page 37.
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20. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle meet in a point
which is the center of a circle circumscribed about the triangle ( )
21. Two diameters of a circle divide the circumference into two pairs of equal
arcs.;.. |jp )
22. If central angles in any two circles are equal, their arcs are equal in
length ( )
23. The bisectors of the angles of a right triangle meet at the midpoint of
the hypotenuse ( )
24. Parallel tangents cut off equal arcs on the circle ( )
25. Two circles that are externally tangent cannot have a common internal
tangent ( )
26. If two tangents meet at a common external point, forming an angle
of 60°, the two tangents and the chord joining the points of contact are
all equal ( )
27. Three circles may be located so that they have but one common tangent . . (
28. A trapezoid inscribed in a circle is isosceles ( )
29. A polygon circumscribed about a circle is equilateral ( )
30. Concentric circles are circles whose circumferences have one point in
common ( )
31. A circle may be passed through any three points (
32. In the same circle or in equal circles, unequal chords determine unequal
arcs and the greater chord determines the smaller major arc (
33. A chord of an arc is double the chord of half the arc (
34. A circle circumscribed about a polygon is a circle to which all of the sides
of a polygon are tangent (
35. Four circles can be placed so that they will have no tangent common to
any two ( )
36. The diameter of a circle is a chord ( )
37. A line perpendicular to a radius is tangent to the circle (
38. If a triangle is inscribed in a circle, any altitude of the triangle will pass
through the center of the circle (
39. If two circles are tangent externally, their common internal tangent
is the perpendicular bisector of their common external tangent (
40. An isosceles trapezoid, a square, and a rectangle are the only quadri-
laterals about which a circle may be circumscribed (
Percen-
tiles 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95
Scores
Corrected by
»
Page 40
Directions.
question.
Instructional Tests in Plane Geometry
TEST 22. ANGLE MEASUREMENT
In the parentheses after each question write the answer to the
1-2. AB is a diameter.
The number of degrees in Zx is.
The number of degrees in Z.y is.
3-5. Chord CD _L diameter AB; CD = 6'
The length of ( 'S is
The number of degrees in ZACB is .
The number of degrees in BD is ... .
6-8. AB and BC are tangent to the circle at
X and Y respectively.
EX and FY are diameters.
The length of BY is
The number of degrees in Z m is
The number of degrees in Z B is
9-10. BC is a tangent. AF and DB are straight
lines through the center. FS || BC.
The number of degrees in Z m is
The number of degrees in FC is
11-12. AB is a tangent.
The number of degrees in Z m is
.
The number of degrees in Zn is.
13-14. ED || ^B.
The number of degrees in Z s is
.
The number of degrees in Z ^ is
15-16. BC and AF are straight lines through the
center.
The number of degrees in Zx is
The number of degrees in Z B is
Percen-
tiles 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95
Scores
A .
B
W.
Corrected by
Score. Test :',3
(<
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TEST 26. PROPORTIONAL LINES
Page Jfi
Directions. A word, a phrase, or a number is omitted from each & ntence
below. Put the missing word, phrase, or number in the parentheses.
There are terms in every simple proportion c
If a line divides two sides of a triangle proportionally, it is
to the third side
The first and fourth terms of a proportion are called the .
The proportion =- = -by
In any proportion the product of the
uct of the (b)
written by alternation, is
(a) equals the prod
The fourth proportional to 3, 4, and 6 is .
The proportion
^
= ~' written by inversion, is
8. A line 10 inches long is divided into two parts in the ratio
of 2 : 3. The length of the shorter segment is inches
9. The mean proportional between 4 and 9 is
CL c
10. The proportion
^
=
^> written by addition, is
11. A photographer wishes to enlarge a rectangular picture that
B/v . was 10 inches wide by 15 inches long. The
new width will be 25 inches and the new
length will be —— inches
12. In Figure 1, AD bisects ZA. If DC = AB,
then AB =
The13 Two complementary angles are in the ratio of 3 : 7
number of degrees in the larger angle is
14. Two sides of a triangle are 16 and 20. A
line intersecting these two sides forms a
small triangle whose corresponding sides
are 4 and^ Then this line is —— to the
third side of the triangle
BC. If AB = 10, then AC =
- are equal
15. In Figure 2, DE
16. A proportion is a statement that
17. The sides of a triangle are 10 inches, 12 inches, and 20 inches.
The segments of the 12-inch side, made by the bisector of
the opposite angle, are (a) and 0>) inches
18. The equation r.s = tn, written as a
proportion in which n is the last term,
is
19. In Figure 3, DE II AC. If AB 15.
Fig. 3 then BD =
20. The perimeter of a rectangle is 48. If the ratio of the sides
is 3 : 5, the width of the rectangle is
6.
.)2
J 3
_)«
>
J 1
J 12
J 13
_) 1*
_) 15
_) 16
j 17
.) is
.)»
_)»
Percen-
tiles 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95
Scores
A
R
\Y
Score, Test J(>
Corrected by

Assignment w
Coemetry
INSTRUCTOR: M. S. Adams
General Objective: Proportional Magnitudes
Section A Minimum Essentials (35 days))
Conference I
Ob j ec t ivc
:
Assignment
:
Ability to use proportional magnitudes in similar
polygons.
Definitions, illustration, (pages 207-210) and
applications of the idea. Memorize all in italics.
Be sure that you see the algebra involved on page
209. (Omit bottom p. 210) when triangles are
equiangular. (See conference II)
Confe ence II
Obj ect ive:
A ssignmen.t
Ability to handle proportional magnitudes with a
slight ve.riation of the preceding lesson.
When triangles have an angle of one equal to another*
angle of another. Pages 211. Review and band in
ink of previous lesson. Hand in #'s 1 and 2 on top
of 212
Conference III
Ob j ective Ability to repeat objective of conference I with a
third variation. This "hen the siaes are proportion-
al.
Assignment: Oral at bottom of p. 212, p213; section 302 raid. 303
on p. 215.
Confe - ence IV
Obj ect ive Ability to use proportional magnitudes in proving
corresponding triangles of similar olygcns similar:
(ana the opposite prop
.
Assignment: Page 216, 217.
Conference V
Obj ec tive
:
Assignment
Confe ence VI
Obj ec tive
Ability tc use prop. mag. in case of a series of
rates both algebraically and geomitrically.
Algebraical y-p. 219 (includi:; orals! Greomitricallf
p. 222 (including sight exercicu)
Ability to use algebraic solution to rove si.-ilar
triangles have same rationas squares of their
corresponding sides; and same for polygons.
Assignment: Section 308, 309 including page 323.
Conference VII
Obj cc tive
Assignment
Conference VIII
0. j ect ive:
As signment
Ability to describe rnd to illustrate the method
involved in dealing with proportional lines.
Ratios of Cor. sides of similar triangles; method
of proving four lines )roportional; method of prov-
ing two products equal; exam le on p. 222 (-)ages
224, 5, 6, 7, 3)
Trill on conf. VII.
Examples p. 229. (revie ir conf. VII)
i
Page 2 Ceeffietry
Conference IX
Objective: gpaiae as of conf. VII out using a different ••xample.
Assignment: Orals on p. 230. Example on p. 231
Conference X Drill on Conft rence IX
Assignment: Review conf. IX and uo examples to hand in, 1 md 2
3 and 4 on p. 232.
Conference XI
Objective: Ability to use proportional raagn tudes in case of a
sight triangle.
Assignment: Altitude on hyp. p. 235
Pro j eotions 236
Oral Exercises 236
Either leg as a aiean 237
In connection with the circle section 330
Conference XII
Objective: Ability to solve algebraically relation of preposition
al magnitudes in the right triangle when it is a case
of c 2~ ad& b*\
Assignment: Two different solutions sections 321, 322
Conference XIII
Objective: Ability to do square root.
A iignment: Page 241 $ 1',' 3", 4, 5 (Hand all in)
Conference XIV
Objective: Ability to use formulas of areas of triangles in
solving their parts.
Assignment: Hero's formula #1 and 2 p. 244 equilateral triangle
section 327. Hand in #1 and 2.
45-45-90 hand in #1 and 2 p. 246
30-60-90 " » #1 and 2 p. "
Conference XV
Test or Quiz cn Minimum Essentials cf this.
Conference XVI
Objective: Ability to use elements of trigonometry—the ratios
Assignment: Definitions p. 247, 248. Examples 250, 251.
Conference XVII
Objective: Ability to solve the triangles so far learned by xhn
trigonometric ratios.
Assignment: Page 251 #1, 2, 4
Conference XVIII
Objective: Ability to draw to scale
Assignment: Dr wing to scale section 333. Hand in #1, 2, 3, 4.
Oonfe ence XIX
Objective: Ability to summarize facts on proportional magnitudes.
Assignment: Pages 258, 9, 60
Conference XX Minimum Essentials Test.
Section B. Supplementary
Conference XXI fay 1
c
r
Page 3 Co erne try
Conference XXI Day 1. (continued)
Objective: Ability to make formal Jroofs of similarity of triangles
"rhen one a.ngle of one equals an angle of another and
the including sides proportional.
Assignment: #6, 7, 8, 9 on page 212
Conference XXII Day 2
Objective: Drill on problems involving tangents and secants.
Assignment: Page 333 all.
Conference XXIII Day 3
Objective: Ability to apply proportional magnitudes in the
solving of problems involving the right triangle.
Assignment: Problems 1-5 on Page 237 and 238. Problems 8, 7, 8
on page 241.
Conference XXIV Day 4
Objective: Ability to soive equilateral triangle problems and
those of 45-45-90.
Assignment: Problems 4, 5, 6 page 245
4, 5, 6 " 246
4, 5, 6 « 247
H
Conference XXV Day 5
Objective: Ability to use trigonometric ratios in solution of
different kinds of triangles.
Assignment: Page 251 #'s 5 (table)
6 (isos triangle)
7 (rt. triangle)
11 (the circle)
12 (t rape go id)
13 (60-60-60)
Section C Remedial Work
Conference XXI Day 1
Objective: Ability to make formal jroofs of propositions on
similarity of triangle.
As-ignment: Sections 293, 4, 5, 6.
297, 8, 300.
301, 302
Conference XXII Day 2
Objective: Abil ty to make formal proofs on similarity of
polygons
.
Assignment: Sections 304, 305, 3G7
Conference XXIII Day 3
objective: Ability to demonstrate that areas of similar triangles
and of polygons have s^me ratios as squares of cor.
sides
.
Assignment: Propositions 8, 9.
Conference XXIV Day 4
Objective: Ability to prove those propositions involving the
principle of continuity.
Assignment: Intersecting chords p. 228. Tangents and secants
p. 231 section 315
Conference XXV Day 5 Objective: Ability to prove c 2za2-»-b2 .
Alignment: Sections 321, 322.
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TEST 27. PROBLEMS ON SIMILAR TRIANGLES
Directions. In each of the following problems study the figure and the state-
ments of what is given and what is to he proved. Then study the solution
of the problem. In each solution two or more steps are omitted. On the
line in Column 1 (Statements) write the missing steps that are needed to com-
plete the solution. In the parentheses in Column 2 (Reasons) put the number
of the reason that explains the statement. The reasons are given on the
next page.
LJ
1-6.
Column l
(".Statements)
COLCMN 2
(Beasohb)
1. /.CAD is measured by \ CD
2.
Given: ABCD an inscribed quadri-
lateral 3. .-.
AD and BC extended to meet
at F 4. zF = /¥
Prove: AACF ~ ABDF
5. :.
) i
7 )
>«
)«
10 )
7-13.
1. AC = CB
2.
3. / CAB is measured by i CB
Given: In circle 0, AC = CB; AB 4
and CD intersecting chords
Prove: AACE ~ AACD
10
6. 12
AACE~ AACD
>*
7 )
)
)n
* )
)13
14-23.
1. AB = BC
2. .',
3.
4. .-. / A = / ADC
5. .:
15
18
19
Given: In A ABC, AB = BC;
DC = AC
Prove: AB X AD = AC*
6. /A = /A
n
AH X AD = AC'
22
6 )
)w
3 )
2 )
)»
hi \
)«
Test 27 is continued on page 47.
i
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24-31.
Column 1 Column t
(Statements; Reasons)
1
.
Z( 'BA is measured by \ . I EB
2. 25
8. ZCBA = ZD
27
Given: Two intersecting circles;
BC and BD tangents at B ;
AB a common chord
Prove: ACBA ~ AABD
5. Z C is measured by £ Zf/Vl
6. .'. 29
7. .-. Ar/i.l ~ AABD
( )24
( 7 )
( ) 28
( * )
( )28
( )«
( )«
32-38.
AD C
Given: In AABC, BD _L .1C ;
Prow*; = BF. ^C
1. BD LAC
2. ZABD is the complement
of Zvl
4. Z ECA is the complement
of Z A
7. EB :EC = BF: AC
( )32
( k )
( 1 )
( )34
( )38
( u )
( )38
Reasons
1. Hypothesis (given).
2. Identity.
3. A quantity may be substituted for its equal in any process.
4. The acute angles of a right triangle are complementary.
5. Complements of the same angle are equal.
6. If two sides of a triangle are equal, the angles opposite these sides are equal.
7. An inscribed angle is measured by one-half the intercepted arc.
8. An angle formed by a tangent and a chord is measured by one-half the inter-
cepted arc.
9. An angle formed by two secants meeting outside a circle is measured by one-
half the difference of the intercepted arcs.
10. If two triangles have two angles of one respectively equal to two angles of the
other, the triangles are similar.
11. If two right triangles have an acute angle of one equal to an acute angle of the
other, the triangles are similar.
12. If two triangles have their corresponding sides proportional, the triangles are
similar.
13. Corresponding sides of similar triangles are proportional.
14. In any proportion the product of the means equals the product of the extremes.
Percen-
tiles 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95
Scores
A
Score. Test 27
R
W
Corrected bij
(
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TEST 28. SIMILAR POLYGONS
Directions. A word, a phrase, or a formula is omitted from each of t Ik- follow-
ing sentences. Put the missing word, phrase, or formula in the parentheses at
the right of the page.
1. Two isosceles triangles are if a base angle of one
equals a base angle of the other ( _) 1
2. If two polygons are similar, they can be divided into
which are similar ( ) 2
3. In any right triangle the square of the is equal
to the sum of the squares of the other two sides .... ( ) 3
4. Two triangles are if their corresponding sides
are proportional ( ) 4
5. In a right triangle, if a perpendicular is drawn from
the vertex of the right angle to the hypotenuse, each
leg of the given right triangle is the between the
hypotenuse and the segment adjacent to that leg. . ( ) 5
6. A line parallel to the base of a triangle cuts off a
triangle to the given triangle ( ) a
7. Two rectangles whose dimensions are 4 by 8 and
6 by 12 are ( ) 7
8. In two similar triangles any set of corresponding
altitudes have the —— as any two corresponding
sides ( ) 8
9. If the of the exterior angle of a triangle meets
the opposite side extended, it divides that side ex-
ternally into segments which are proportional to the
adjacent sides ( ) 9
10. In two similar polygons the —— have the same
ratio as any two corresponding sides ( ) 10
Directions. Some of the following statements are true and some are not true.
In the parentheses after each statement write the letter T if the statement is
always true. But if the statement is not always true, write the letter N in the
parentheses after it and make it true by writing on the line after the parentheses
the word, the number, or the phrase that should replace the underlined word,
number, or phrase.
11. If two triangles have three angles of one respectively
equal to three angles of the other, the triangles are
congruent ( ) n
12. If two chords intersect within a circle, the sum of the
segments of one chord equals the sum of the segments of
the other ( ) 12
13. If two triangles have two angles of one respectively
equal to two angles of the other, the triangles are similar.( ) 13
14. Triangles that are similar can be made to coincide . . . ( ) _ u
Test 2S is continued on page 49.
(
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15. If two right triangles have their corresponding legs pro-
portional, the triangles are similar ( )
16. In two similar triangles, if the altitudes are in the ratio
of 4 : 7 and the base of one is 16, the base of the other
triangle is 49 ( )
17. Two sides of a triangle are 14 and 21. A line intersec t-
ing these sides forms a small triangle whose correspond-
ing sides are 2 and 3. Then this line is parallel to the
third side of the triangle ( )
18. In a right triangle, an altitude from the vertex of the
right angle to the hypotenuse divides the triangle into
two similar right triangles ( )
19. If two circles intersect, the two tangents to them from
any point on the common chord produced are unequal .
. ( )
20. Two equilateral triangles are similar ( )
21. If two chords intersect within a circle and the extremi-
ties of these chords are joined, four pairs of similar tri-
angles are formed ( )
22. If a line divides the two sides of a triangle proportion-
ally, this line is in the same ratio to the base as either
segment next to the vertex is to its side ( )
23. A tower 216 ft. high casts a shadow 27 ft. long, at the
same time that a pole 12 ft. high casts a shadow 1.5 ft.
long ( )
24. The perimeters of two similar polygons are 25 and 36.
If one side of the smaller is 5, the corresponding side of
the larger is 6 ( )
25. In a triangle whose sides are 8, 12, and 15, the bisector
of the angle which is opposite the side 15 divides this
side into segments of 6 and 9 ( )
26. If the sides of one triangle are 9, 12, and 15 and the corre-
sponding sides of a second triangle are 6, 8, and 12,
the triangles are similar ( )_
27. From an external point a secant and a tangent are
drawn to a circle. If the tangent is 9 and the secant is
27, the internal segment is 6 ( )
28. Corresponding sides of two similar triangles lie opposite
the corresponding equal angles ( )
29. The diagonals of an isosceles trapezoid form four pairs
of similar triangles ( )
30. If two triangles have their sides respectively perpen-
dicular, the triangles are similar ( )
Percen-
tiles 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95
Scores
A
Score. Test 98
R
W
Corrected by
c
Subject: MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY
Instructor: Mr. Goodnough
General Objective: An understanding of the origins of the social and economic
causes of the ENGLISH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION, and of its
consequences over the later developments of the country.
PREVIEW:
While the great French Revolution was changing man's ideas of
personal and political freedom in England, an equally important movement
was getting underway, which, in time, was to revolutionize industry and
habits of living. We give the name "Industrial Revolution" to the new
methods of producing goods and of transporting commodities which began in
England about 1760 and continued far into the nineteenth century.
This great change dates from the middle of the eighteenth century.
It came in England first because commerce and industry were there unhampered
by medieval laws;, because in England there was an abundance of idle capital
and rich natural resources; and because Englishmen were eminently practical
in applying scientific knowledge to everyday affairs* The spirit of the
Industrial Revolution showed itself in the new source of power, particularly
that of water and of the steam engine. It appears in new machines for
spinning and v/eaving textile fabrics, and in new processes for making iron
and steel. It is apparent in new means of transportation, iuproved roads,
canals, and the steamboat, the locomotive.
From England the new methods spread to America and to the continent
of Europe until by the end of the nineteenth century Great Britain was out-
distanced in industry by Germany and the United States.
It is the aim of this unit to trace the steps of this revolution
from the beginning in England down to the period when it took place in
America. Many evils accompanied the early days in all countries, but in
the long run the prices of goods have been greatly cheapened and many comforts
which even kings could not have enjoyed a few centuries ago have been made
available for the groat mass of people.
Textbook: "World History Today"—-McKinley, Rowland, Dann.
Reference books: Ashley pp. 222 — 244
Webster Chap. 20
McKinley, Rowland, Dan —pp. 241 — 292
Supplementary reading:
Holland, R. S. History Inventions
Thompson The Age of Invention
Smiles Lives of Various Inventors
Cheyney Industrial and Social History of England
Title of Unit IV: "THE ENGLISH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION"
Topics to be studied: (England)
1. The Age of Machinery Begins in England.
2. Mew Kinds of Power are found.
3. How Machinery Revolutionized the English Textile Industry
4. The Rise of Factory System
5. Transportation in the New Age.
6. Why the Continent Lagged Behind England. (Continent)
7. The Slow March of Machinery
8. Social Changes Wrought by the Revolution
9. The Revolution in the United States.
**
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SECT I OMAA ; MIN IiJUM ESSENT I ALS
Topic 1— "THE AGE OF i.IACMIJEPY ELGINS IN ENGLAND"
Pupils ;--l. Study your text carefully.,
2. Keep a notebook neatly done.
3. Always bring to conference: pencils, your text, and your
assignment notebooks*
Conference I Jan. 30 pages 241 — 244
A. Aims and Objectives of Topic 1
1. Abilit2>- to tell how the world has been changed by modern inventions.
2. Ability to name the main changes brought about by this revolt
of industry.
Bo Pupil Activities,
l t On page 243 of your text pick out the main changes listed as
caused by this revolution.
2„ Did the early Guilds in any way affect the start in the use of
machinery?
3„ What was the condition of English overseas trt.de at this time? •
4. Do you think hand made products could have met the demand?
44. Name the natural resources at England's command, Which of these
would aid in manufacturing?
5. Why did new machines require so much iron and coal? ( What is
meant by "burdens of militarism"?)
Conference II Jan. 31 pages 244 — £.48
Topic 2: "Mew Kinds of Power are found."
A. Aims and Objectives:
1. Ability to name the/scurccs used for power up to the present.
2. Ability to tell the story of James Watt and his Steam Engine
3. Ability to understand how this invention revolutionized industry
4.
B. Pupil Activities
1. What contrivances had man used for power in the periods we
studied to date?
2. Had water wheels been improved? was this of any value?
3. Use the dictionary, and find a picture of a turbine.
4. Report on the life of James Watt. Was his success to come
at an early period of life or after painstaking labor?
5. Explain simply the principle of the stuam engine. Use a
physics book.
6. After reading page 247 in your text by the use of the sentence
outline pick out the ways in which this invention revolution-
ized industry.
Conference III Feb. 1
Topic 2 continued:
A. Aims and Objectives:
1. Ability to name the strides accomplished in science to date.
2. Ability to understand the advances made in the metal arts
profession.
3. Ability to name the outstanding inventors and the name of
the particular invention credited to each.
B. Pupil Activities
1. Tell about the work of Priestly, Franklin, Linnaeus, Harvey
2. "/hat is meant by the "scientific method" ? Was the early stu^y
of chemistry and physics of any aid in thtse discoveries?
3. Show how the use of applied scionco was first used in England?
4. Make a list of the new tools used in the metal industry,
5. (see pau e 3;
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5. It is said the t by the invention of fcfce Cotton Gin
by v/hitrey thf t the cotton industry was completely
revolutionized. Do you • gree with this stst emer.t?
Confere nce IV : Topi c 2 Continued. February 2nd , 1953
A. Aims and Objectives
1. Ability to pass r. power quiz on pages 240-251 of your
text.
B. Pupil Activities.
1. Bring a list of new terms found in these pages to date.
2. A quiz will be given during a port of this period.
Those pupils ffiling to master will be called bf ck on
Monday of the following week.
Conference V: Topic III February 3rd 1953 Pages 251-2 £4 "Hot
Machinery Revolutionized the English Textile Industry?"11
"
A. Aims and Objectives.
1. Ability to describe briefly the pictures on pages
250 to 253.
2. Ability to understand why the cotton industry had
suddenly become so important.
3. Ability to describe the work of the "Flying Shuttle"
and to give the name of the inventor.
4. Ability to tell the story of the ''Power Loom", the
work of Arkwright, and the place of the ''Spinning Mule.'
5. Do you think that the invention of the "Cotton Gir.''
was one of the steps in the many causes which later led
to the Civil War? Give your reasons.
Pupil Activities.
1. Down to 1 '00 what progress had been made in the manu-
facture of cloth and woven articles?
2. Just what rank would give the v/ollen industry at this
time?
3. Why was the spinning and -/caving of cotton discouraged
at this time in England? Was this ever changed?
4. Report on the lives of each of the following inventors:
a
.
Kay invente d tfc e
b. Hargreaves invented the
c. Cartwright invented the
d. Whitney Invented the
5. Show how by the invention of these machines "Cotton
Became King''
Topic IV "The Rise of the Factory System .
"
C onference VI February 6th 193* Pages 254-2 57
A. Aims and Objectives
1. Ability to understand the term "Factory System.' 1
2. Ability to give s picture of the conditions found in
the fctories of England at this time.
3. Ability to describe an early charcoal furnace.
4. Ability to place on an outline msp the industrial
resources of Great Gritain as found on r^ge 253 of your
tex t
.
5. Ability to tell the story of how coal is formed.
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B. Pupil Activities
1. After research report on the conditions found in a
factory of about 1833 with one of today. T:ch condi-
tions have been bettered? Why?
2. What is neant by the term "Division of Leber':'' >r:c
three indistries which use this today.
3. Who worked in the factories of this period? Is this
done today? (Report on the Massachusetts Labor Laws.)
4. What are capitalists? Do you know of any?
5. Why are slums harmful, to a city? Is anything being
done to remedy this evil in America today?
Conference VII Topic IV Continued—February 7th 1933 Pgs, £ 57-260
A. Alms and Objectives.
1. Continue work on topic IV
2. Ability to complete a map of Great Britain placing or
it the industrial cities, and natural resource districts
of this island.
B. Fupil Activities.
1. On a piece of blank paper copy the man opposite page
258. Do this by shading or by the use Df colored
crayons
.
2. How was charcoal manufactured? What was it used for?
Is it still used today?
3. Compare a modern blast furnace with an early charcoal
pit. Define "smelting." Why is a blast needed in
smelting? In what way is steel different than iron?
4. HOW did these inventions increase the demand for coal?
5. Tell the story of the hazards of coal mining at this
time. What is the principle of the safety lamp? (con-
sult a physics book.)
Topic V: " Transport - t ion in the New Age . " Pages 251-268
Confe rence" VI T I ; February £th 1933
A. Aims and Objectives.
1. Ability to understand why tnere was need for new improve
men t s at this t ime
.
2. Ability to show how better roads, canals, the steamboat,
and the train, all contributed to a better means of
trave 1
.
3. Ability to give a complete summary of the benefits deriv
• ed from this Industrial Revolution.
Pupil A c ti vl ties
1. Would this revolution have been so successful if trans-
portation had stood still? Give your reasons.
2. Describe the art of road building at this tie. Has it
changed to any considerable extent today?
3. Why is transports ion by canrl so chear? Did we in New
England ever have my canals? Where? Of ..hat valve was
the Erie Canal to our new west? To New York?
4. Compere the steamboat of Fulton with a modirn liner of
today.
5. Why is Stephenson Called the father of the mod : loco-
motive. Compare this enginfr with our giants of today.
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( Smimari ze why England also led in these inventions.)
Conference 9 February 9, 1933
On this dsy there will be a general review of the entire uni
to day consisting of an oral and written test. Notebooks
i .• musl be passed in ..'or inspection and any other work not com-
pleted must be passed in in order to receive credit.
Emphasis will be placed on the summary pages 269-270 of
your text.
•
107
Ccr.fergi. ee- XI cc: binued . . y .
Pupil Activities .
l.'Why <ii& France consider it ritieess ry to lay out s pro-
tective tariff?V/aa it successful^
£ . Name the import nt steps in 'leveloping the textile :nd-
ustry in France.
3.v7hy did the hand- vorVer prevail in Jermany even ur to
19141 Is this co todey?
4. In what way is Belgium still the England or" the Conti-
nent H1
5,Wh.Pt is coke? itg value?Hps France an abundant supply?
If not how would this ©f .'ect industry
6 .Name rive reasons why Germany w* s b r«kw rd at this time?
Con fe
r
gnce XI 1 i7© b rua ry 16 1} . ] \ i 3 5
.
A . /iim s ; lid C t jecti v e
3
1. Ability to na:Se the important facts which. Led to i n im-
provement in transportation on the continent.
2. Ability to drew diagrams showing the plan for building
railroads in England, Belgium, i?r ? nee, and Germany
.
3. Ability to tell the difference between private and pub-
lic c on s t ru c t i on o f ra i lro ? d s ,
BP up L] Ac t i v i ti e s .
1. How were continent--. 1 Railroads planned? .*/»•• s this so ir
all countries?
2. Describe the jflan Of C 7 f r Nicolas of ttussia. Is this
evident tod y in Russia?
S.vVhst is public control? Friv- te Control? fhlch do you
think best? Explain*
4. Report on the building of the first r.vilros \ in rr nee.
5 . '
•
y e.re many -" lerictn -Engines sent to France .'urinc* the
World %>• i
C onfe rep c e XIV re b'ru i ry 17thl^3 .
T'opTc' "#igfot "Social Conditions Wrought oy the Revolut c. .
A . Aims ! n A Objectives. *
1~ Fllitv to "ccount for the grent increase in ooruli tions
fro- 1750 to i.,14.
litv to account 'or the remendous growth of cities
BPupi 1 P c 1 1 vi tie s
l.fiy the use of ehart show ti e rise of ponul tions m
Europe from 17.50 to 1914.
^.Vih&t causes peonle to flock to cities? is this tr e to»
day?
3. How did the industrial revolution first gain headway
inAmeric*
?
4. Report on McCor ack, Slater, suitor.
5.i-o you consider the industrial revolution ever? Be ra^dy
to reason your conclusions.
• • » O r
• • •
c
Conference XV. Feoruary 27th 1933..
General Itevi^v jJay (Oil t„is day uneje . viil oe a general
reviev of tafl e.-tire u.xit da prepare
for tne ioftaseiy ce3^.)
Conference X¥l Je'Druaz^ 26th ip&h«
(On th- a day the pe.-.od viil je devoted
to reviey, ..a.ii i t up lost vor^.^c^o-
o jOKs
,
etc.)
Conference _A i 1
1
uastery fest Co cover tne entire u4it«
3JSC a.''!Oil _>
Supplementary vojk for sll chose vao reveal mastery o.f t^e iniii-
imam e ise.-iCxa is in the cest tot mastery.
Gr ou;
A
C
D
E
t- r oup
evolution.'
- volution
co emeries
1. Special -eport£ (Choose)
i'he Scory of tue Cotton Gin.
fhe r.eal Jausea of this Indus trial
fhe Hiae of Che fertile Industry,
life of factory '.. or ice r a in h-x^la.id.
fiie Story of ira .±spor tat ion.
i'ne ..Jr.ncipcl jha.i^es ,.rou£.ht jy Che
hov. the IjJtaacrial -'evolucioii 3prec8
Railroad .i3uildint On tne Continent.
fvo . Jno^aphy (Jho'ose) e
A • James \*l tt
.3. J..me 3 :i r£reaves
C.-jIi .rhithiey
h.^oiert i'ulGon
-a*. George 3te p&e*Ta on
.Samuel 2 later
fhr e e
rjooZ he pores (j.^oose)
.ii. ~nomps on , £he A.£.e of Invention
.^o liana ,h.i^.tQr,io Inventions
L>. /an I„on,pa L e 432.
ii.Die tz .
,
xhe Industrial ..evolution
B
1
. j hey xiey ., Inaus 1 1. ial BjUi Social hiito.
Gr ou. ."• our .,ia p -•. w r & .
A. On~en out lime map oi in^land place cue folxovi
1 . me mineral deposits of Greac .j- ic .in.
2. -he Incij.3 trial centers.
C/.f-.e location of ;:i.ic-.)il railroads, rivers
-i • Oxi an o a civile map of haro.'e uo ff£f= ae.;e.
G. .->y nuans of a chart na ..*e tue mve.it or s , th : gys. r
vent mil c.edited to eacn, £**e value, date,„
a.sociaCec vitn mis ixivent ion.
^ r o j. o
C
of Cre^ c Jr i \J c Xli .
iea ^or ta
.
txC.i.
e .ry
lar xn-
..ev -erm
SaOTIOJ C
he - cea exiiiig. for th*ose v ho failed to master section *&•
i.t cue conclusion of thii .eviev, a -econd teit Vx.li i given
to carry C credit for cmse v ho master c i_ nev cest.
•
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T 2 . la
T. F. 2.
T. F. 3.
T. F. 4.
T. Fa 5.
T. F. 6.
T. Fa 7.
T. F. 8.
T. Fa 9.
MODERN HISTORY TEST
Road each of tho following statements carefully. If you think it is en-
tirely true, mark a circle around the T printed opposite the sentence,
Lt is false entirely or in part, mark a circle around the F.
The period during which hand labor changed to machine production is
known as the Industrial Revolution.
This great movement first took place in England.
The Industrial Revolution was brought about by the application of new
sources of power to new and improved mac 1 inery.
The factory system is characterized by large scale production, the or-
ganization of guilds, and the world-wide distribution and s-.le of man-
ufactured products.
The Industrial Revolution made better transportation necessary.
The application of machinery to an industry usually results in the ap-
plication cf machinery to related and dependent industries.
The cotton gin was invented because not enough wool co-old be produced
to supply the spinners after the Industrial Revolution.
Tho Bessemer process is a method of producing st4am from coal.
Wait's application of steam power to the running of car* of rails
made transportation easy.
T. F« io. The Industrial Revolution increased foreign trade enormously.
T. F. ii. Although there is; much more wealth in the world then there was before
tho Industrial Revolution, the average workmen is much poorer now than
ho was then.
T. F, 12. The Industrial Revolution has hac bad as well as good effects.
T» F. 13. A capitalist is one who Ins a great deal of money.
T. F. 14. An immediate effect of the factory system was the degradation of women
and children and the break up of family life, lut ultimatoly the "cur-
dens of women became lighter.
T. F # 15. Slums are necessary because the factory workmen has to live noar his
vo rk.
T. F. 16. The Industrial Revolution was restricted to Great Pritain, its effects
never extending to other countries,
T. F, 17. The years between 1750 and 1850 are credited with bringing out this
change of industry from homo to factory.
T. F. is. These many new inventions had nothing to do with causing a demand for
the mining of coal.
T. F. 19, Agriculture in no way was affected by this revolution in industry.
T. F. 20. The principle that governments should keep their hands off the business
world, and should not attempt to control the natural course of economic
development, is known as the "Laissez Fairc" theory.
T. F. 21. Due to cheap labor and the scarcity of coal the Continent of ^uropc
was slow in receiving tho benefits of the Industrial Revolution.
T. F. 22, The American Embargo Act had no tiling to do with giving the Revolution
a chance to start here in America.
T. F. 23, England wa . anxious for the entire world to receive the benefits of
her new discoveries,
T. F. 2ft, From 1810 to 1860 there was a marked decrease in American business,
T. Fa 25. Several new classes of people were created by this revolution.

Matching
"in the parentheses at the loft of cac'-. word or phrc.se in the left
hand column, place the letter desi grating the fact most closely related
t n -Hi rt r»i rrli + !i rtti
r
3
r» Til i vrrn -
i« ( ) steam engine A. Cror.pton
2. ( ) Cotton gin E. John Kay
3. ( ) flying s uttlc c. Eli Whitney
4. ( ) spinning jenny D. Robert Pulton
5. ( ) spinning nulc z. James Watt
6. ( ) steamboat F. James Hargreaves
7. ( ) improved roads c. McAda:
.
8. ( ) early train H. Samuel Slater
9. ( ) early cotton mills I. Stephenson
10. ( ) reaper J. McCormack
K. Benjamin Franklin
L. Alexander Graham Boll
Completion
Supply the missing word or phrase that will complete the sentence.
1. The Industrial Revolution began in in the 18th century.
2. The most important way of earning a living before t is peri a'1,
was ,
3. The factory system is the opposite of the older system.
4. The Industrial Revolution and factory system have brought wealth and
power to the calss especially,
5. Hero in America great strides had been made in the study of
by Franklin.
6. The outstanding company which furnished the 3nglish market with cot-
ton goods waa the company*
7. In ardor to furnish additional labor to the factories, the employment
of and was encouraged.
8. The discovery of the process of making steel is generally credited to
9. The lack of union in the states was probably the chief reason tfhy
was so delayed in receiving the benefits of this new
period.
10. The assembling of machinery and workers in concentrated groups is known
as the system.
Define
Define briefly each of the following terms:
1. Smelting
2. Protective Tariff
3. Child Labor
• 4. Foreign Erode
5. The Laisscz Fa ire Theory
•
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WELLESLEY SENIOR KIGK SCHOOL
UNIT V
Subject: Modern European History
Instructor: Mr. Harold E. Gcodnough.
General Objective cf this unit: To study the development of the
struggle between JtEe old and the new forces in their efforts to gov-
W ern Europe, 'to trace the progress which led to the victories of
nationalism, and to understand how the changes brought about by this
led to ' the development of the four greatest European countries, --
France, Germany, Gre .t Britain, and Russia.
.
Text Book
.
"World History To-Day", by McKinley, Howland, and Dann.
Reference Boo. .s
Indicated for each topic.
To pic to bj© studied
.
I. History- making Forces after Napoleon's Time
II # Europe Again in Revolution.
Ill, France seeks Prestige Through a Restored Empire
IV, Italy becomes A United Nation.
V,
r
l'he Unification cf Germany.
VI, i'he German Empire Under Bismarck's Leadership,
VII, The Growth of Democracy in Great Britain,
VIII. The Bulky, Backward Russian Empire,
Section A
Topic I History-Making Forces after Napoleon's Time.
A. Specific Aims.
~ 1. Ability to define "Nationalism" and to show how it
expresses itself.
2. Ability to sho-v how democracy and nationalism work
separately and together.
3. Ability to understand the meaning of the M-*ge of
I.Ietternich.
"
4. Abilit 1/ to give the leading steps which led to the
formation of the Holy Alliance.
5. Ability t outline the events which led to the first
defeats under the policies of Metternich,
3. Pupil activities.
First Day : Read Text, pp. 2S4-3CC and prepare for conference
1. in /our own words define nationalism,
2* Name the four ways in which this expresses itself.
Which do 'ou consider the best? Why?
3. What are the good and evil results of this senti-
ment? Was the late war caused by any of these? If
so which ones?
4 # What part did Napoleon play in the creation of this
new spirit?
5 # In what sense was Napoleon a man without a country?
V •
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Second jay : Read Text 300-306
1. During what 'earr. was democracy the leading force?
2. i/hich of these rorc:;.-. ras stronger betv/een 1G41 and
- 1070?
.
Illustrate or >oirit by using France, Italy, and
Germany as examples, «ow did Great ~ritain differ
from the cant cut?
3. Define: Serbs, Magyars, Czechs, beret, Croats.
4. Describe the growth of economic rivalry after 1375.
What new national ideal began to hold sway? What
w .s the effect on internation relations?
5. Debate the st teuent: Internationalism is a higher
foriy oi patriotism than nationalism.
Third Day : Read text pp. 306-311
1. Report on the following terms or names: (Metternich
Congress of Vienna, Quadruple Alliance, Lake Country
2* Give a brief account of the life of Metternich.
Can you na ne any leader of his type who is practical
ly the same today?
3. I.letternich was actively supported by
a
.
b.
4. How was it that the Bourbon line of kings was now
brought back to ranee? Would the rule be the sa.'.e
How do you account for this?
5. Be ready to give a floor topic on the Congress of
Vienna covering the following events:
a. The outstanding le ders
.
b. The events which took ->lace,
c. The results pained.
(Can a com arison of this meeting of the "Bi^ Five' 1
be made with that of the "Big Four" after the World
V.'ar?) In what ways?
6. V/e now see the return of the "Divine Right of Kings"
theory, t.'ill this new thought De the sa..e as during
the age of Elizabeth of England? Be able to state
your conclusions.
Fourth Day : Read te..t, pp. 313-314 (After doinj, this select
any history of the Unit-d otat-s or encyclo-
pedia and from this write a brief su.^-.ary of
how the Holy Alliance affected American History
1. Name the steps which led to the formation of this
Alliance * .
. .
2. Why did Great Britain walk out on the other coun-
tries? Do you think that sh~ later regretted this
move? Why?
3. What caused the American President Honroc to issue
his famous "Doctrine"?
4. Report on the type of rule as carried out by each
of the countries which made up the alliance.
5. By a cartoon or drawing illustrate the aims of this
organization
.
t
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Fifth Day : Road Text, pp. 321-22'?, and prepare carefully
for conference.
1. Why were secret societies formed during this period?
How did they differ in different countries? What
were the Carlsbad Decrees?
2. Spain was the first country to revolt against the
policies of I^etternich. Can you explain why this
was so?
3. Five instances of success by other nations soon tc
folio v/ero--
a.
b.
c
.
d.
e
4. The world was noi; interested in the Greek Rebellion*
Wh t part did Russia, Great 2ritain, and Trance,
play in the revolution? How much was the new Greek
nation like earl/ Greece? Was this Greek success
important to the cause of liberalism?
5. Compare the "July Revolution" with the storming Of
the Bastille, Did the Quadruple Alliance members
regard this favorable? What was the affect of this
on the rest of Europe?
6* Briefly Cell the story of the break between Holland and Fel-
giuin.
7. Summarize Topic 1 by a report of fifty words,
T OFIC II "EURCPE AGAIN IN HEVCLUTIQJ ."
km Specific Aims of the tcpic
!• Ability to understand the causes -.vhich led to the revolts of 1848«
2. Ability to describe the aims of the "Young Patriot i,:cvemer..t. n
3, Ability tc tell the story of the formation of the Second French Republic
3. Ability to compare the revolutions of Austria and Germany and to
explain why these were unsnccessful«
5. Ability to name the leading reformers which had such great perl : ir.
these revolutions.
6. Ability to summarize the results of these revolutions of 1846 and to
tell in what ways nations benefitted by these.
Sixth Day : Read text, pp 332-341 and prepare yourself for oonferer.ee.
1. Name several causes which led to discontent.
Four changes were made by the Industrial Revolution. These were:
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Tefine the term Socialist, roes Communist near. ~he same?
Report on the work of (Rotert Owen, Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Karl
Marx.) Are. their Theories carried cut today? Where?
3. In what ways did education foster liberal ideas?
4. Why did France and Prussia establish popular education?
5. What is meant by national literature? Would this aid in awakening
the people? In what manner?
P. What was the aim of the "Young Patriot" movement? Is there any
such Organization in the world today? If so, where?
7. Compare the hard tines of this period with those of the world today.
Does this tend to make governments unpopular?
t_ • .
"
, 1
—
f
it' j
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Seventh Day; Read text PP« 341-345
1. Review in your own words v.-hat has taken place to date,
2. List the reform elements in Trance in i.£4£. What wes the
attitude of Lcuis Phillipe?
3. V/hat were the steps which cause France to cecrme a republic
for a second time? lescrite the contest which trek pl^-e
among the reformers? What government was set up? Whr n a
its leader?
4. Was socialism accepted by France?
5. What does it mean by the famous "June Lays"?
6« Compare the making of the constitution of this new republic
with that of the United States.
Li
Eighth lay : Read text, pp. 345-354
1. Describe briefly the
a. Flight of Metternich
t. Aldication of the Austrian Emperor.
c» The overthrew of the Hungaraian Republic.
2. What part did . militarism play in wrecking The Austrian Rev,?
3. Outline the steps toward revolution in C-ermexy, fas .hi3
successful?
4. Why was the revolution in Italy such a short success?
5. How did the French Revolution affeat Italy? How did the
revolution in Italy end?
Ninth Pay : Topic II coati»ued
1, By means of an outline or clock chart summarize:
a. The revolutions of If48.
r. What lasting gains were made? Why revolutions led to
emigration?
c. The gains for democracy through these revolutions of
1848.
2* Fe able to answer the questions on page 358 of your text.
Tenth Day: General Review Day
On this day there will be a test on chapters 13, 14, and 15 during The
second half of the period. The first half will be devoted to ar.y
needed review, discussion, correction of notebooks, etc.
Papils whf fail tc show a passing knowledge of these chapters to
date will be expected to return afternoons for special help in order
to prepare for the later mastery test.
»
tt
WELLESLEY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Unit V
Subject: History II
Instructor: h. Goocinough
Section A (continued)
Topic Three. "France Seeks Prestige Through a restored Empire."
A . Spec ific Aims
.
1. Ability to understand how this democratic revolution
led to the formation of the Second French Republic.
2. Ability to define the meaning of the "Napoleonic
Legend .
"
3. Ability to tell the story of the dramatic ascent of
Napoleon (Louis) to the leadership of the new republic.
4. Ability to name the different parties of the new
republic with the aims of each.
5. Ability to trace the steps in the layin~ of the French
Colonial Empire.
6. Ability to tell the causes, important events, and the
results of the Crimean War.
7. Ability to understand the impdrtant facts which led to
the wrecking of this new empire by its founder.
8. Ability to understand the reasons for the failure of
Louis NaDoleon to sucessfully establish an empire in
Mexico
.
9. Ability to Rive orally a composition on the important
hin;hligh J".3 on the career of Bismarck.
10. Ability to state the causes, relate the important
facts, and to corpare the results of the Franco Pruss-
ian War ol 1870 with those of the /or Id afar of 1914.
B. Pupil Activitie s . (Eleventh Day
.
) Text pp. 359-368.
Be pr eparea'Tb "ahewer these questions orally without
notes .
1. V.'hat evidences have we that in France the Revolution
of 1848 was democratic? why did it end in imperialism?
2. What effect had the "June Days" on the new constitution?
Compare this constitution with that of the United States.
3. Were the French people satisfied with their position
in internation affairs? What was the Napoleonic Legend?
4. Who was Louis Napoleon? Describe his early career.
Why was he elected president in 1848?
5. How does the French party system differ from that in
the United States? Describe the five principal
parties in 1848, showing how Napoleon appealed to each.
6. In what way was Napoleon able to keen himself in
power? Give an account of his government. '/as it in
any sense democratic?
7. ;hat evidences of prosperity appeared in the early
years of the empire? Give instances of Napoleon's
attempts to abolish poverty.
8. How did he extend the power of France? What imperial
attempt was disastrous for him? ( In America )
TWelfth Day: Text: Read carefully pp. 369-377.
#
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Hi3tory II
Twelfth Day (continued)
1. Review carefully the events of the previous day.
2. Why was Napoleon eag^r for war with Russia? How v/as
it brought about?
3. Wfcy was Great Britain forced to take part in this war?
Wh» did she ally herself with?
4. By the use of reference books report on at least tv/c
important events of this war. What was the final re-
sult?
5. What part did Napoleon III play in Italy's war with
Austria?
6. Do you thind that at this time forces within were
working to bring about the decline of the empire?
Name them.
7. '/hat events caused Poland to seek her freedom from the
yoke of Russia? What position did France take in this
matter? What v/as the final outcome?
8. Was his attempt at interference in the American Civil
War successful! What v/as probably his motive in doing
this?
9. Tell the story of his unsuccessful attempt to found
an empifce in Mexico. Report on Maxmilian.
Thirteenth Day : Read text, pp. 376-379.
1. By the use of a reference book, encyclopedia, book of
knowledge, etc., prepare a written composition on the
career of Bismarck. Be prepared to state the out-
standing events of this man's life.
2. Compare Bismarck's aims and achievements with those
of Napoleon' s
.
3. How did this man drive Napoleon into war? Describe
.
the course of the war, and give the terms of peace.
What was the effect of the war on the French govern-
ment?
4. Report on the great battles of Sedan and Ketz. Art
we ever to hear of these locations again? When?
Fourteenth Day: Read text, pp. 381-382 also assigned reference
books
.
1. Does Napoleon's empire, in retrospect, seem of great
•r little importance? Why?
2. By using your text make a comparison of the terms of
peace at the conclusion of the war of 1870 with those
siven by the allies at the conclusion of the World
War in 1918. W ich were the most severe?
3. Make a comparison between Napoleon I and Napoleon III,
as to the steps and methods by which each became
master of France.
Fifteenth Day: (Review D y.
)
On this day Friday March 31, there will be a general
review on topics one, two, and three, with a quiz being
given to deterndnfcsthe status of each member of the class to
date. Those pupils failing to show a master of the unit tc
date will be expected to return for help during the week of
April 3rd.
II
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Topic IV: "Italy become s -x >riit- + ior. . "
A , Specifi c Aims .
1. Ability to locate Piedrront, Lombardy, Venetia,
Tuscany, States of the Church, and the Kingdon
of Naples
.
2. Ability to tell something about the following
leaders; Caroonari, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Victor
Emmanuel, Cavour.
3. Ability to explain the meaning of the statement
-that "Italy was for centuries only a geographi jal
expression .
"
4. Ability to eive four reasons just why Italy was so
hard to unite.
5. Ability to outline the steps in the final unifica-
tion of Italy.
6. Ability to explain the various problems aid the
progress made in this new united Italy.
7. Ability to eive a concluding interpretation on
the entire topic.
3 . Pupil nctivltie s
.
Sixteenth Day : Read text, pp, 383-387
.
1. In what ways was Italy suited to be one nation?
How did Napoleon Bonaparte help Italy?
2. What were the principal divisions of Italy after
the Congress of Vienna. Locate these on the map
of Europe.
3. By whom was each governed? How? What was the
effect on the people?
4. Thr^p serious hindrances blocked the v/ay to
Italian Unity.
These were:
a. Which do ycu consider the
b. biggest hindrance? llhyl
c.
5. Many secret societies now were organized in Italy
Can you reason why? Is this so today?
Seventeenth Day
;
R^ad text, pp. 387-395.
1. Who were the Carbonari? What were their
accomplishments'? ./hu were th^y unable to arouse
enthusiasm amonn: the people? Ay did Mazzini
succeed where the Carbonari failed?
2. what uifferent plans ol union were favored by
the people? which were tried? with what result?
5. Tell the story of Caribalui's early career. On
what occasion did he attempt to defend home
against the armies of Europe? To what extent
was his attempt a failure? a success? What be-
came of him thereafter?
4. What permanent gains had Italy made through the
Revolution of 1848? Kow did King Victor Emmanuel
win the confidence of the people?
5. Why did Austria object to self government in
Piedacnt?
I
7nit V Histcry II
(4)
Stghtcenth Day ; Head text, pp. 595-400.
1. Report on the outstanding events in the life ofCavour
.
What was his first work for his country?
2. What was his aim*"' Through what three policies did he plan
to fulfill it?
5. Explain how (1) his economic policy, (2) and his policy of
foreign alliance wMre carried out. What opportunity did
the latter bring him?
4. How did Piedmont win the support of Napoleon? How lose it?
5. Examine the cartoon on page 401 of your text. Explain it
and draw an original one on the unification of Italy.
Nineteenth Day : Head text, pp. 401-405.
1. Describe the foundation of the kinguom of Italy. -./hat
tragedy occurred shortly after Its foundation?
2. How did Italy complete her unification? What have been
the relations between the pope and the Italian government
since the seizure of the Papal States? Is this the same
today?
5. Show why Italy has had the reputation of being a nation with
an instability in her gaovernrnent
.
4. What have been her great internal problems? How has she
met them? Why have many of her people emigrated?
5. What elements of progress had she shown by 1914?
Twentieth Day : ( April Vth )
On this day a quiz will be given and the remainder of the
period devoted to any review work necessary.
1I
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Topic V "The Unification of Germany .
"
lit Specific Aim s .
1. Ability to locate on a map of Europe all of the various
states in Germany.
2. Ability to give orally a composition on the life cf
Bismarck.
3. Ability to tell something, about the following:
Zollverein, Iron Chancellor, Seven Weeks 1 War, North
German Confederation, "Blood and Iron", German Empire,
1871.
4. Ability to trace the facts which led to the Franco-
Prussian War of 1870*
5. Ability to contrast the German and the Italian Uni-
fication.
6. Ability to understand the four plans which were laid for
the advancement of Prussia in Germany.
Twenty - first Day : Read Text, pp. 406-410 and prepare for conference
1. Of what importance is the year 1870-1871? Compare the
unification of Germany with that of Italy. Why wa: the
German Confederation unsatisfactory to the German people?
2. Describe the Prussian Constitution (1850). Why did the
liberals accept it?
3. What obstacles to unity existed in all German States?
Why was Austria particularly opposed to union?
4. Through what means had Prussia become powerful? What was
her attitude towards unification?
5. What is meant by a conservative constitution?
Twenty - second ^p.y : Read text, pp. 410-414.
1. In what respects was Germany prominent and successful in
the middle of the nineteenth century?
2. Describe Bismarck's character and political methods.
What preparation had he for the position cf prime minister?
3. Name the four steps Bismarck felt necessary in bringing
about the unification of Germany under Prussia. What is
meant by his "Blood and Iron Policy?"
4. By whom, and how, was the German army organiz:d? How
did the army situation lead to his triumph and the down-
fall of the liberals?
5. By what means did Bismarck gain the friendship of Russia?
Was this important?
Twenty- third Day: Read text, pp» 414-418*
1. What political situation in Schlesv/i >Holstein brought
about Prussian interference? Why was aid asked of Austria?
2. How did Bismarck make sure that there would be no foreign
intervention in his proposed war with Austria?
3. By what device did he force Austria into war?
4. Give the terms of the peace treaty which followed.
5. Tell the story of the Seven Weeks War.
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Twer: ty- four th Day : Read text; pp. 418*424,
1. To what extent did Prussia strengthen herself through this
war?
2. How did Bismarck bring about closer relations with South
Germany?
3. What was the North German Confederation? By what means
was Truss ia given control? Describe the government.
4. Review the story of how Prussia encouraged France to de-
clare war, How did this war complete German unification?
What was the position of Prussia in the empire?
5. Describe the effect of Germany on Bismarck's method of
creating the empire; the effect on France.
Twenty-fifth Day :
During- this conference there will be a weekly test to de-
termine those students who are ready to go ahead with the
unit without additional help.
Topic VII. " The Growth of Democracy in Great Britain .''
A . Gpecific Aims .
1 . Ability to understand how Great Britain made progress
by evolution and not by revolution
.
2. Ability to describe the England of 1815.
3. Ability to trace the steps in the great social reforms
brought about from 1815 to 1850.
4. Ability to give the important facts in the great
careers of Disraeli andGladstone.
i. Ability to understand how England handled the Irish
question and to compare this with the Ireland of to-
day.
6. Ability to identify the following: (borough, Cetholic
emancipation, Factory Act, Corn Laws, Chartists, heme
rule
,
budget
.
)
Twenty- sixth Day: Read text, pp 462-469.
la Account for the Tact that England was able to develop dem-
ocracy without revolution. How did George III and the
rulers succeeding him lose power? What is the present pos-
ition of the British crown?
2. What classes of people were represented in the early par-
laments? In the boroughs? By whom was the House of Com-
mons controlled?
3. By what system /ere the old town controlled? the new cities
In whose hands, then, was all the government of England?
What name is given to such a government?
4. Name the groups of people who wanted reform? Why did they
so desire? By what humanitarian an 1 religious reforms did
the aristocrats endeavor to keep control of the government?
5. What reforms were wrung *from the aristocrats?

HISTORY II
Page of Unit
Ty/nnt.y-i evonth 2to i&U, -U ±7.0-A27.
1. /hat various causes pnerated to give tne /hi_,s control of
the Ho u : c of Commons- (1830)
£. Tell the story of the :>arliamen ,^vy ".<. for'.. Bill 01 133?.
'hat changes did this bill mak'j in the i rar.chi l e' In
the election districts.
3. /hat was the character of the legislation bill.', after
the ""eforn Till had 6 on into effect?
4. Fame sn 4. explain three hymani tariar. acts that were )assed.
5. Tame the conditions at hone and abroad that led to a
P'.ricd of domestic calm* ftiat influences for ciian^.t were
at work during this period?
6. /hy were the corn lave repealed? Tell tne Ltory jf tne
conditions for wornen and children in the factories at tail
tint .
Twenty- cUht Da
y
: Iiea_d t ox 1 , 3 ) 477 - 483
1. Maine the Li> i tc ps by .vhich the CJhartists tried to j >-_n
oolitics to the laborers, t re they uccessful?
2. /'hat were the new names given to tae "nlnglish parti, s^
3. Give the sccomolishinents of Gladston- s government in
education; industry; the civil . rvicc} and foreign
affairs
?
4. Ho -7 did Disra eli e: tend ~r i tish >o • i abroad. By -hat
measures did he advance the reform of parliament?
5. rha t was the influence of the American Civil /ir on
Tn^land at this time*!
6. Fane the five outstanding refer: ;s brou = .t about by
Glad; tone?
Z. cPty -ninth Pay.* ^cad tot , t_} 488-496
~. Shov; how the idea of Home "ule s -slit the Liberal "^arty.
2. "That condition:, led to the Lloyd G c o
r
6 ; ~udget ?.i 11 cf
1909? Give its- ^roviLions. rhat was it., fate? Gi e
in detail the of fee . of it:, defeat by t-.ie lords .
3. l.'aae trie changes by which demo era cy was advanced between
1832 and 1911.
4. '/hat two problems, w re left unsolved at the outer o.
of trie /or Id 7a r? /hat attempts, had b„en me.de to ^olve
them?
5. Do r s England still have an established church? fhat en
is it?
Thirtieth ^y: ^.ead text . 22 497-507
1. 7hy did England feel it necessary to control Ireland?
Name and explain Ireland' e three grievances against
England?
2. 7ho was Ireland 1 s s ^okesman in th- uarij nsnit cnth century?
/het reli-ious reforms w re sccomplished during th. cntury?
3. Account for tne Irieh famine, fhat fat i.^ cff.ee?
4. /ho was Charles Parnell? Explain his plan for home rule?
5. How wa. thi land question settled?
fi. '/hen and ho was. home rule granted?
Note: On Tlonday May 1st there will b; a comxU tc review of the
..ntire unit ir preparation for the Mastery Test which will
be t^iv^n on Tu-
.
r; r
,yof the t week.
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SUPPLEMENT/ RY TORK UNIT 5
Section B
Supplementary work for all those who reveal mastery of the minimum es
tials in the test for mastery.
GROUP I Special Reports (Choose)
A. The Story of Nationalism
B. The Holy Alliance
C. The Young Patriot i/lovement
D. The Rise of ^oci^lisra
E. The Napolionic Legend
F . The Carbonari
G. The "Blood and Iron Policy"
H. The Dismissal of Bismarck
GROUP II Biography (Choose)
A. Napolion III
B. Bismarck
C. Garibaldi
D. Cavour
E. Mitternick
F. Karl Marx
G. Mazzini
H. Victor Emmanuel
GROUP III Book Reports (Choose)
A. Moore P. I. "Imperialism and Yorld Politics".
B. Van Loon, "fc+ory of Mankind"
C. Da vis, "The History or France".
D. Trev^lyan, "Garibaldi and the Thousand"
E. Ludrig, "The Life of Napoleon".
F. Collien, "Germany and the Germans".
GROUP IV Project Work
I. By a series of maps show the change that had taken rlace
after the Revolution of 1848
2. Show the campaigns in the War of 1870
5. By means of a chart show the rise and fall of monarchsin
Europe from 1815-1870
4. Draw a cartoon showing Bismarck's character.
5. Make a comparison between the adventures of Garibaldi
and L'ouis Napoleon.
6. Make an original noteb ok to cover the entire unit.
Section C
Re-teaching for those who failed to master Section A. At the conclu-
sion of this review a second test will be given to carry "C" credit
for those v.:ho master this new test.

Read ea:?h cf the following statements carefully. If you think it i? trie
mark a circle arcund the T printed opposite the sentence. If it is fftlse,
mark ft circle around the F,
y.etternich sent armies to crush the revolutions In S. Aoerica,
By the Revolution of 183C, France became a republic once rrc
The Carlsbad Resolutions demanded freedom of .speech ir. Gemanr«
The Monroe Trctrine was a Presidential nessage to Congress*
The Puma in Russia, throughout the nineteenth century, had lit-
tle power.
The "June rays" was a period warfare "between the monarchists
and the Republicans in France,
The Revoluticn Of resulted in the overthrow cf Metternich,
All the princes who had reigned before the campaigns of Napoleon
were restored to their thrones "ry the Congress rf Vienna,
L^ul's Philippe was very popular with all classes because he nadS
the country prosperous1
.
The end cf the divine right monarchy in France <*air.«s in lc5^»
The Holy Alliance was a brotherhood of mcnarchs formed by Alex-
ander I to protect the lope.
The revolution of 1P4P was caused by the expulsion of the rep-
resentatives of the working class from the French Parliament,
Warned by the spirit of nationalism which hai arisen in Europe,
the CcngreKs cf Vienna consulted the various nationalities > c -
fore remaking the map of Europe,
Talleyrand was the great Russian diplomat ft the Congress Df
Vienna
•
Nationalism always means unification of a country*
The Constitution of the Second French Republic of 1P4~ provided
for a President elected by manhood suffrage.
The restoration monarchs in France, Spain and Italy did away
with all the reforms of the French Revolution,
The poles Inst their constitution as the result of the revolu-
tion of 1830.
The revolution of 184F in France was followed by revolutions in
Germany, Belgium, Italy, and other countries.
Popular education was fostered by all monarchs at this time.
Tefine
1, Nationalism
2, Economic Rivalry 10. Emancipation of Serfs.
3, Quadruple Alliance
4, July Revolution
5, Hoxy Alliance
A
, Communists
7. "Young Patriot Movement,'
R, Reichstag
% i. 1.
!' •
® F. 3.
(IV F, 4.
T. <& 5,
(ZV F. 6,
F* / •
T.
T. d> 3.
F. 1C.
F. 11.
T. (P 12,
T, F, 13.
£2 F. 14.
T. is.
(£> F. IP.
T, Q 17.
T. F. 18 •
to F. 19,
T> F. 20.
P. Duma
I
Ownglgtloc
Directions : Fill in the blanks with the word or -«ords that complete the state-
ment accurately*
The leader of the policy of repression in Europe wa3
£. The quadruple
,
consisting of
, aiui , aimed to restore pre-revolu-
tionary conditions in Europe, They made
of France.
King
3, After the War of Liberation against
,
C-e"r.r v. re>-re r
in which and were aos"
important.
4, The' restored rulers of Europe were almost invariably in
character. Opposition to them in the states of
,
and was .
5« To suppress the activities of Liberals, Germany issued the
6, The United States helped the Latin Americans to preserve their in-
dependence by means off the "7//^ ... - : ~~ »
7, The first successful challenge to the Holy Alliance was in
8 f The revolutions of 1830 resulted in the founding of one new state,
3, Social "reform was urged about 1P40 "ecause of the evils of .
10, The, • believed in government ownership of land, capi-
tal, and production of goods; the ^_ r< -1
private ownership of property shouli be abolished; and the
denied the authority of government, church, and family^
Directions: Each sentence can be completed in five ways* 0n» or more are cor—
rect: the rest are wrong. In the parentheses mark each correct
completion with an ft, , each incorrect one with a V.',
la Some of the reasons for Louis Ncpolecn's popularity with different rrr :ps in
France were
a. C^) his record of courageous achiever:.ent.
b. ( ft
)
his promise to support the Catholic Church,
c. hi a keen understanding of European condi ticns •
d. (K ) his name.
e. (•) his promise of prosperity.
2. It was difficult to unite Italy
a, PjO) because Napoleon Bonaparte had kept Italy divided,
V, (®) because the states of Italy were badly governed,
9% ) cefiause the Italians had never learned to act together.
&a Cy\ ) because the pope opposed a national government,
d. ( because Austria endeavored to keep .trly lisUBited*

- 3
3 # Italian unity was furthered by
p. m (V\ ) the Crimean ".Var»
b» the help of Napoleon III
o. ) Garibaldi's victories.
d. ( ) allegiance to th<=> pcpe.
e. (• ) the help of Austria.
4, Unification of Germany was encouraged by
a, (W) rulers at small states,
b • ( V <l } Aus tr i a-Hungary
.
c « W ) "the deliverein
i« ( u realization of German lack ^f prestige in Fnrope.
e.
^A| ) Prussia
5, Bismarck ^accomplished the unicn if Germany by
a. ( w) cooperation with parliament,
b. (i^ ) a powerful army,
c. (tO) unicn with Denmark
d. \ ) war with Austria
e. ) arousing hatred of France.
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